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iAt«U4«tttftl 111#* s*t9 politics* and phil
4
wlokm of the class which dominated society's economic
s t r u c t u r e * ^
Turning t# the second p rosition # while Went adopted Hegel's 
dialectical approach* ho rejected the Kegellan 14m that subjectivism 
ployed o significant role In the passing of M M y f$m  one epoch to
onothof* 4 changt in the productive tmmm ploy*, the prominent mlm
4t  e certain siege of their develops®**!# tho material 
productive twees of society com© In conflict with the 
existing relations of productions or^what is  but a- legal 
expression for the same thing*”* with the property relatione 
within which they have hews- f t  work hitherto*
f  m Instance# a nee invention pwsAitihf iron w e to be mined
In a predominately feudal agricultural mm Mild mmn that the
existing peasant-landlord productive relations# which In turn ate
reflected in the superstructure of the society# ere In conflict with
t
the new productive forces* Hie old forms of the property reiaileiii 
ate no longer capable of adapting to the mm productive forces and 
become "fetters* on the further development of production* the 
conflict* -which tabes place to bring the productive relations in 
harmony with the new economic forces# develops within the framework 
of a class struggle between the rising bourgeoisie and feudal 
landlords* The former# deriving it s  consciousness out of the mm
%* K* Carew Hunt# m ojrhesrvandJ^ J®
Introduction (hew York® -
2
Karl ttttrx# "Preface to a Contribution to the Critique of 
Political economy#*
fol* I# (Mh ed*| Moscow! fweifi*. languages Publishing Mouse#ma)* p* 363,
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the most powerful# eGoeoffiicaily dominant cists* which through 
the medium of the state# becomes alee the politically  dm&mnt, 
class# end thee respites new moans of holding down and exploiting 
the oppressed class, ihus the state el antiquityms above a ll 
the state of the slaveowners for the purpose e l holding down the 
. sieves# as the feudal state was the ergon of the nobility ter 
holding down the peasant serfs Lend bondsmen# and the modern 
representative state t i  an instrument of exploitation of wage 
labor by capital
thus# In the words of the COinmunist JianMesto, "the executive of the 
modern state is  but a esaa&tiee lor managing the common affairs of 
the whole bourfeoisieV'-7 face the existing class antagonisms brought 
on by th© productive relation© are removed by the' abolition of private 
property the state w ill no longer he needed,# subsequently %ltheriiif 
w a y . " 8
though mm and ®nf©t# devoted little  attention to such ah*» 
stractions as "nation” or ^nationality9' and did not believe in the- * 
right of nations' $© political $elf*detewinat'ii»*^ they attested to 
reconcile their materialist outlook of history to the national 
questions of their day*-' indeed, mm assumed in the' Manifesto that 
the bourgeoisie wished to attain a national state .and: that 'both stages
Frederick Ingels* *1hs dtigin of the Family# Private Property
and the $ tm 9n to tib M M M L MtMlMca...:â ,.fMî Sr ed» M rO«5i Tiasden City# um York?
ioubleday & Co*5 I95ff» P* 392*
%ari itarx, "Manifesto of the G<msaunist Party#* Karl ..laarx .-and
i p 36^
8Kunt# 70,
Ŝolomon F* Sioe%
Implications in the KorkT of Karl &*« (Net* YorfcsColumbia tfcivariity 
1941)p pp* 10-33*
?
of tho *evolutloft*?bouv9#ole and ptoietariat̂ -would develop within 
the fxm m atk of the a*tUo«*t«tfe*0 StMft&taiiy tb» itttmtia #P*»
preach to tho national guesiions of tti# nineteenth century can 
that' bo mm in this light* iho approach was of « ttwHfoid nature*
|1 ) the dialectical process within a potion Itseifj (2) tho off tot 
tho Independence of on# notion would have on the revolution in others* 
. In regard to- revolution within a nation 9 m m  and mm
anxious to set tho development -o# cipitaltsss and. the establishment 
of a bourgeois society with #11 it#  ramifications* fine# m If 
England and franc# by 1848 had reached the stag# of development 
when society was divided Into two antagonistic classes* the two 
revolutionaries turned their attention to Eastern and Central Europe* 
there the problem was the developmQnt of infant industries end th t ' 
creation of a proletariat* SfhCt the-rising bourgeois class wat 
struggling against■ fesjiiiii®  as.represented. by absolute monarchy*
Marx declared that let# ear* to ^support every revolutionary
movement against the existing social order of things*” |hue, nia  
Germany* they fight with the bourgeoisie whenever i t  acts In a rave* 
lutionary way* against the absolute monarchy* the feudal squirearchy, 
and the petty bourgeoisie,M̂1
10Karl Maxx* "Manifesto of the Communist Party9W Karl Marx and
x* ***** *&•
6 4 - 6 9 ,
But tfmaa the establishment ©f a bourgeois nation-state fee*
lengei to s*ilf th e 'litst pari ©I the revoletlorH tecti support the
€©ww*ieie and p ro letifiit would reads* the faourgeolsi© could never
12
he considered m m S it* itself*  • Ihe deetltpwet i f
wet# cutely ©we step to'the direst!©* of the sdUamttai* thus® while
£©8»«it#i®- allied with the Bourgeoisie In ©etmany against the monarchy?
they never ceae©* fe» a tjlwii# instant* to ihs&lll into the 
rnmtm  oiaes 'the clearest possible tecognition of the 
hostile antagonism between houtgeoisle and proletatiat# In 
otdet tfcftt.tfct.Gssttft w ckm  my straightway ut©*: # f e # ..
'am.y ateinst the bourgeoisie* the itc ie l and political
conditions that the bourgeoleie. ©ust necessarily introduce 
along with it® supremacy* and in order that* after the fa il 
. of .the reactionary ©lateff In ©armany* the fight against the 
bourgeolsi# «y***fet0|ft*l3
Mttx» spending -the greater part of Ms adult l if e  in England* 
placed treat emphasis on m  Bn.gli.sh proletarian revolution* When 
'ht mm that the English proietatlat wa® f iiiin f  under the iMlmmm 
of the English ruling class* he advocated separation fro® Ireland 
a# a isoena to expedite Bfv»iuUen to Bngtabd* By the elfhteen*:
he was calling for the English proletariat to agitate for 
Ireland*'® indepeftrfence* f© a lesser degree* »©# and Engels used 
this same type of tactical reasoning with respect t© Poland# Polish
*%esset*i© Booraner* ....... .......
j©l.gfi|al.l^#®tl©hft IfflM sST T B S S ff'Tfi'lia lre 'f'iTSSiuTfey 1, 
pp* 2-3.
*%®»l put*9 “Manifest© #t the QwmnUt ftnrty*" Karl .aar*
.j j t s I J i^  I# « *
wmH fa In s tru m e n ta l  f m It*©
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of the 6«w^|:tt# m i prelMavtM to sopptt tilt* stfifile#  HA* 
was exactlv the intotfrEetatlen Lenin aw® to the M tiel# lit tit# 
p«i% M*9tf» wMeh t t l l i i  1st *Mt ftitit efMtftM* I# soil** 
MMsMMttM** tihift fe lt  MM this IMOipPitiiiilt would give Mt 
ioIsftsMfco ttsfaNt aiiMfft in  the tttugttt «f«I»$t toe fta*» lo t ft* 
ontesad into Mttsr oolsmics wtth the siehtests t^e sawsht* in an 
M"MliatM Mf# to piieet* netionalismo The pfOfttiiii would have bmn 
tlMpt* MMgft If I t  hsi «MM i t  this poiot* M  I t M i «*** tsfttit 
was fased with the tdditionil ill®*®# yeeoonised M the left»w>inQ 
«S®|#i|:itS| Who MM**** IMf MM*fIiMRt with M tlM tUtti «§ M*
te*-̂—:-.i... A -Aî  jLJSt -i-. -»». --̂. — e * Sf&fegiiti tfcjfc a  P‘ ■-» fir Stotts ’taf h'tffti'iYiilfe- Ŝfc'*d*̂ tejfc ak mp |M ti'Mtai jfei tr*a gif- fikti naa «* %a #k\■§? ®y|w »w .JpyNpW*'' ■wPsi’P*#̂ ' #40wl«* «̂ W
hssi *f m® Wm with the rnm lm  h s llif  to' wwttell**! title*
and it*  ittetMStItAftl «MUttst^r ©f th® p fistH 'ist *nt Ms tan
M il#  to 'S MiM? t*MM*U«*4 «ti ditslpilnwl fc* M
se lv #  this *m  he «*if I f  «* te t t ll  Haul iftMiwsil#® Is
only a M tett*  I t  ntsst mm «m  I t
peoaMed a* *« The ft e»t.f nwa in»»i n attach^ to the
principle #  *sif»i«t«^ .M tI^  ttM lftilM  tMs filtllMttM*« H
«sM *i the taitlMNlti t© 61% Mth « * t l» s l l»  Mt tttwr M StH f 
to join H i i t  tMhtei m m  t# Hit wmto&km t# ittiM t i t t i .
the mission M horitlss :to i Me tifM  to mm$® t$m  m® atete t t i  
Inst «s ®fll^flfht#«t%  It-'OMhl# them to deny I t mm tho ftso** 
iiation had m m  M at*
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CHAPTER I
m  m m m  m m m w  m  nmmM,
B a m  m> m m
though W&m end ingele can ft* dtscttfeod as proletarian tiitor* 
nationalists who sow In the development of MopMNddt capitalism 
end the cubseoiiewi victory of intorflatlonei socialism a world In which 
nett*cttl«*t*fe# boundaries# tlh# national differences# w***M vanish 
increasingly, they, oevetthtlossf veto aware of the actualities of 
nationalism sod of the nationstate m  the ground upon which the 
proletariat would develop fully*1 Sageis wmmkeA in 1682#
ite international movement of ih# proletariat is  possible
only among independent ntti0fte«*»*Xn order to he able to. 
fight one needs fir st a se ll t# stand m 9 at** light# «nd 
space**«*s
Indeed# i t  was declared in the Communist Manifesto that the pro*
1 atari at mist# fir st of all.# assume power on the national level# but 
this could occur only first allying Itself with the bourgeoisie 
in the latter1 a struggle to overcome feudal psrtleulariits* B is  was
1Alfred ©# tfey&*» leninism {Cambridge# harvard University Ptess#
i m u  pp* **>**• ..........................
^Frederick Engels# ’nationalisms Internationalism and the Polish 
Question,*' M M & m M M & fa M g m *
td* Paul §„ ilactstoch and Bert f * ttoceUi* (aiencoe# lU M U ti Bo 
free- Press# 1982) # p* Ilf*
18
necessary If th# politically  and ocontaieeUy unified policies
for the d w i p #  of oepttsiisi* not* to Hi«t#
ih# formation of bourgeois ImJopeodent states mm fto  ffte t ©top to 
proletarian victory both on the national and international levels*
Bwt j, contrary to &anfftf« eventual pratm fctat that nU, nations hay# 
the .tight to i t  I t  m t surprising that the
m zxtm  endorsement of political independence with regard to individual 
nations was Influenced by tho desire to create Industrial societies 
la  which Ioffe and politically atttowlatt wetMftg claoaot could grow*
In tho fir st instance, the two m aterielItilt thinkers saw that 
the existence of large units would be best suited to the requirements 
of building advanced societies^ . Hie fact that a body of people spoke 
■the same language and had «fwM*ar traditions and customs did not 
represent the proper Justification fm breaking *p ©rioting or po# 
tentlaliy large political and economic w its* A nation must, first 
of a lt , fee cojspssed of a large populations possess resources*, and 
toiqpf a relatively cesp&pi t»g»tt*yy to spiltfy f «  independence,6
%arl liars, ^Manifesto of tho Cunwniftt Party,” %ml jm x.m A  
frodegjcfc Snoots ..Select^ Jftgrka, Vol, 1, (8th edes Moscow# foreign 
’xlcmejKMe^ ’ p " l w ) (  pp*  3 8 * 3 0 , 4 %  h i*
4Se# Chapter M »
Ŝolomon P, Stm * ~ .Ihe JMeM.. of... hatlons t iLttudy Ml&iJMtloMl 
. Morfe....of^eri..:,fex (lew ¥<aft» Columbia 'University 
Press, I g lll, pjH 8§*3b, and Edward Ballet Carr, a.o,.,BoIshevlk..Ieye* 
l u t i a n * i o i #  i ,  Imow m  i h o  i ^ i s B i i i a w ^ 9 S S # t
.ftp* 419*
sIIM» 6 p. it*
m
But the stftt....daal&on of s. nation*e Independence, i f  not its  
« f 'r ig h t  to exist# via® whether i t  possessed the historically 
disc©tiiIM© v ita lity  and 'taxability f t  ©seat# en advanced society*7 
Is the epoch of capitalism this requirement implied the existence #1 
a national' bourgeois clsse* Moreover, nations which peiiease# this 
class m te  the-ones Mant sod' Fngols viewed as those best suited to 
lead' in tbs*' formation of «tetm tMob «etild be composed of various 
nationalities,^ This is  particularly manifested in. the 414fXtiit 
.attitude adapted after 1648 In regard to the national movements in 
Conies! end Eastern Europe whore the bourgeoia^ematretlc revolutions
■ h a d  n o t  y e t  'b e e n  consum m ated*
Mn m  I$ t m  the notional ©evements wore directed at the reactien*'
'■•ary Bapsburg ©spite* t?ar* and Sngols could label them he progressive
■ d$ evolutionary* Ind-sel* It «aa fe lt  that *th» very fir st condition 
of the unification of Qasmany* was ^tht ■ total breaking up of tho 
AittttiUn monarchy*"* however# tho H frt- to m l f-d#terminati on 
^restricted to the large end woll*dofined Motoric nations ofSurope#*
• Poland* .Gexsany, Hungary* end Italy*70 whose whole history bed. proven
■
SXMd., pp* 8M 4.
• 9Frederick Sngals* Have the forking Classes to Do with
- Poland?'’ 3M.Asstf»jMmm... to Europe?
 letlars and Faredgrjcfr
. -Fqflfltou ©!■* Paul it# iladistock .and Bart F* & salltd WSianco©#
- Illinois# the Free Press*. 1952} * p* 98*
l 0 l b l d a ■•apsSwinii*̂
m
tfetif progressive vitality*11 the .Seamans* the Magyars* and tie 
Italian® la# each feeon all© to pnatisto t  decs# -tho car*
t  lot of teiusirlal development*12 -Poland» m  the othat hand* visile 
net possessing s.latge'hei^ertilff: la# shown It® ®vt#t% to he m* 
constituted as an independent state on a viable basis .fey its  tofuool 
to fatal* to the "p8tHo*che;i«£«ud®l absolutism* which Ihpl® felt 
characterised the government© el It® thro© op^essor ©^Austria* - P*u«* 
sla* an# huttl®* It® independence wool# fee the firs t step toward 
.an agrarian revolution lit Eastern teepa fey which the peasant©* both 
Write an# those engaged In statutory lofeo**. would fee transformed into. 
itm  landowner©*13 f# Sngols* this tMUta'taiHrttttR* ah a p « i«  torn*- 
cratic revolution In laetotn Europe eeg f̂erafelo to- the French bourgeois 
revolution of ilif* 14
M  Foiand's iiwlopendene© was o f' special sighlfi««nee to tta  
1M 0 of Central European tawo&qNtiafe* for* I f bourgaole^demoerailc 
revolution# wore to- overthrow afesoiutlsis #«tso®®f*fliy .In Central ltir®p% 
thereby facilitating the consolidation of tasahs Hungarians, an#
Italian statec* mmm&m m at 'fee dotaitel fti»  the
^Frederick Engels* and the Crimean ta#-** M #»ft p* 89*
l%redericfe Engels* Ĥungary an# Fanslsul©m*w.lbid** p* $ it ..on#
lfeM»fr p* ft*
Broderick inpl%  *$» ©©bate on Poland In Ibtafctarttf* lM#«n 
pp* and *vfefi Have th# tatalfig Claeses to m  ilth  'polaiSF^
Ifeid* * p* 10ft 
Engels* *ifeo ©abate on Poland in Frankfort** ibid**
P* ft*
m
Russian feat* inly the ©# PtamA caver the link that
to u t the bulwark e# to ita i  iuyopiifi reaction i© Buosle*iS I® short*, «> 
indsperaient FeiSfid toM  io n  t  buffer hetman th®. Sortptaa revolutions 
an# fcmslm wtMgtofcUfb**
fh® tavtttsu i im®$ -dttpli® th@tt -iswwicai -#ep®rttii% mm the 
iHfy«r% mm r#prd#i «* m  &mmto apm wtstcti a Itflite it#
«!**» fm Independence to ld  fti%* Hwsr Witt to s lto s i to he nothing 
Mfe« than*
those mamtito «® tt *oUc& of people which* i l i t t  having 
figured lor a tofiftt m  shorter period on tho stage of h ltory , 
veto fSnellf efettrbsi «o integral pmtUm into one or the 
other of thooo more powstf*»t nations whoso « e a t«  v ita lity  
enabled than to wtom m  greater obstaciece|?
f h e y  h a d  n o t  d e v e lo p e d  a  fc o u rg e o lo ie p  en d  .ha# t o  M t f t t e M U y *
U to trU y , politically5 cesaerclailys and industrially dependant upon
the Stnllcnit the Germans0 ®§r the Ifegyega*.̂  According to Sngei**
oaeopt to® the Pole.®* the- Beslans undp at to t*  the Slavs in 
Itistooy* no flavle poopio has a for- the simple reooon
that e ll the other Slavs lock the most basic Motoric* §eogfapfcic0 
po litlca l^ i^  I n d U Q tr ia i  p r e r e q u i s i t e ©  t o -  l o t o M t f w e *  and' 
to U ty * * *  . . . . .
Moreover* .mm the Slava i t  establish lodapendont »tot«*9 tho bourgeoisie
*6&tey«** p. 1$V*
^Frederick Ingels* **!hat Have 'forking flit®®®- to -it W h  
Poland?” 9 ad» Sicckctceh and Hoselits,fl p* 10©*
‘^Mdorte* BasaJo, -Baooraetie s>hiss1w *«d„”  U ^ .*  p, 77.
Wa4ft.» p. 7*.
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revolutions on the ioailiisat# the jttmlwt miwmmmt of tiny lr« |«$*s 
independence tom lagiaai wŝ  eteoet totally 5 a result ef the desire 
t* spari a proletariat revolution in ingiand which* ft-aas felt# tn» 
evitahiy would enptlf the test of Europe*̂ 3 la the eighteen forties#
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Ireland9® independence would precede the ‘ ingllsh revolu*
tien 2B
tmm regarded the ©verthrotsof the English landed aristocracy
as the preilminaryoondition for a proletariat revolution in England*
flito# he mm  to believe, could .hist'fee- accomplished to-lftton i
landlordism derived much of it#  materiel end moral strength*2̂  However,
as ~ long a# It eland teasing® under English subjugation® landlordism in
Ireland could net he overthrowm
■the prtoesoM ltlen of .̂ mancipation here Ungland? «*iht over* 
tom* of the English landed oligorchy—romoins impossible 
because its  position here cannot be #uwnod ©o long a# i t  
maintains Itsatrongly entrenched outposts in. Ireland* tut 
,. there, one© affair# are to the hand# of "the'Irish people ■ ■
\  itself® one© i t  I t  aad© Its eta legislator and goto*# one©
'■• It becomes eut®hemou% th® abolition of the landed aristocracy 
(to a large ©stent the sm&jnommB as the Ingllsh landlords) 
will be infinitely easier' than here® because in Ireland It i t  
not merely a simple economic gueetion .but at the com© time 
a pptieatj|l  <pestions sines to© landlords toot© at© not, Ufc»
Ŝlooffi® pp, 38*35* bmsevor® as Bloom point# cut® te »  aas 
reluctant to advocate a couplet® separation of Ireland fro© England* 
Ireland9® "'indopendsnce" to t e r  meant total separation only i f  . 
federation or autonomy would not b© sufficient to foster revolution 
in England* ter*#  hesitancy $#■ illustrated In a resolution he 
wot© to 1865 and sutetted to to® Qoneral Council of to® Inter** 
national tehinpan1# Association (to© First. International)®
*•* ft
compulsory union® 
Into an
if  toi# is  inevitable
Cited to Ralph Fen
International Publisher# Co*
Is to© turning of-to© present 
slavery®'of Ireland with England, 
If tost isp osslb ie , or ,:^0
{Mm forks
mWmsn to Meyer and fogtj 300®
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mm and £n0d»'«ft»lri hofltci to too- -in $aate*n nationalism a gtoat 
potentiality which could ho ueod to aid revolution in the tfeet* I t
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sally  Tslbune oft Jane 1SS3* and &ygu©t Sf HfiMt filled Jfiltfi 
a# an example of the stagnation of JUis#^ $1 Metoty in tin most 
p& ttim i mrnim  iSgfitfiod te&opMftt ’to tun** **:Iraflan society te l no 
h istey  ot a lle at least no kMui fctortooy**̂ ® In a io t i if  to in f ili  
on Jane 14* 1S§3# Bum fittep iei to explain 4sMtI.fi society «*« 
M im icwoi
Yho »tfitl«oa*y fitetsM f of th is iw«t of 4sia«*4eepit© i l l  
the ateies© rnmrmmt on the political ©tiff6te*M  fwlly on# 
plained fey two auttofiUy dependent ■oltinaalti&toi# 1} the public 
wa§fc* -*•** tho business of itm em im ! 2) hmI t e
’ '.tiit© iftt ahoia ©split# not coasting tfe# fm  lmm& ttm»* m$ 
divided Into. yiiuq<5tu each of «hl«b possessed a fifsjpMMIf • 
separate ot^snitfiffofi on# fwniatf * l i t t le  «a»14 In tfcw w teteM
t e l*  It t# not pessifeie to in ti with these two circuasstafiee©
40
of iksifitio «te*ty  «t p in t Ungftb ta»% •' I t to instructive «# 
review briefly t e t  atom fe lt to be the devtl.opmeniai eonseguencee 
which resulted fM  them and the forces he believed most likely to feting 
neio out of It© tm $  ©hater* ■ In this m yt i t  feoeemoe filteisr why
37,t e i  a» m ttfopi.t
inm  Haven and- bendem? vale WssMofMiy Pmm® n w /f  
P* ~I74*' The «rU«l«o iSfmorf to ©ft rospeetlvely? t e l  'fmm$ *H» 
Sritish Halo in India** m S t t e pp. MfMKi* and t e l  teat# "th* 
fate©  Resalt© of British te e  in te ifif*  IMiW PIN ib&*3§i*,
38Cltcd in ilooffip p» SO*
to ShfeM# lane 14# 1SS$» J
........................ i f W E*
( 2d ed*| t e  York? l l i f l j  p#:
imwmitor at
40.
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33
issue tho fnotai evils of izpm U iim  and colonialism, as tte is  
Bolshevik successors would haw us believe,®3 But rather the issue 
was whether foreign political and ecsamerelal subjugation would fering 
progress- to the conquered* Thus, the French bourgeoisie, ''‘with 
civilisation, industry, order, and at least relative en&lghtcnstent
s ifollowing him,* was preferable to the marauding robber #f •"
the ifsfliit* mt& preferable to the Turks, the Beslans, at? the
Russians in India*®4 On the ether hand, ntlthes? Ham nm ihgeta could
condone ewm m U l cap italic® that was m% accompanied fey fxrogm**
Engels condemned the Butch fat jay* while ■’’the p#»pit
$$(jsttfj kept at the stag# of primitive stupidity** ■ -80® Could Hurfc 
wink at the placing of European despotism upon Asiatic despotism in 
India*16
But while pragma could he metdemd t t  'the tstiignilnf facto? 
of the conquest of the toefcMjyd i*#i# of the- world by the Western
®%#t# for example, the Soviet Publisher* $ lot# , 
lim * pp* T*IB*
®%f«detlck Engels, 'Defence of Imperialism In
■Moetia* Karl.iMxr. andJredMlclLJngelafe ....
a n d  P M l o s 9 p h v « ' a d *  l e w i s  f  ,  ' f e u e r  C 6 a t d e n  C i t y #  1 # ®  Y o r k #  e o u f e i e d a y  
and Company, 1959}, It* >3X, '430* Oiied hereafter as larx..andi.,Engela$ 
.laeife,.&itiaeg*
®%srI .law , "the futu®- Results of British Buie In Inditf* 'MBB*
i ,  p* m  
ssEngels to Kautsky, February 16, 1884, Fever, Msrr.;_engj EnaeMs
Baslf Writings* * «, Ft. XIX, p# 430*
**jKa*i-faKrx» *1tot British Rule In tftdi%# Jlltf. 1$ ?» 348,
34
pomrso colonialis© was not looked upon m  someihing pWMKmi. ot 
Il»*t«fei% Just m  Hum had (ieeissod in th# Qommi^ mnUmto that I 
bourgeoisie mmId exeat© the seeds ol its  own destruction within 
nostem eecloty,57 so a$s# would WmMm Imperialism, having ©nathi* 
lated the «titioM iy ineiliutlons of the Mm% by the iatfotafctiMi 
of Western industry end Institution's politically end ©conomieaiiy 
unify the ealeniat .nation#, end thus ©teai# $ »  fir st condition of 
tfcetf ©mancipation*^8 .But wheihoy ©©I©at©I independence would occur 
,p ti#  to ■ the proletarian tevoiutlen in the West ©r after i t  mm a 
matter about which larjc end Ingots were extremely vague# If* IS53 
«Mw r emarked I
.-It* indiens will m% rtip'the ftu tti ol the tm  dew©lap**
: moots of society scattered among them by the British 
bourgeoisies [till]  In Great Britain Itse lf the now ruling 
classes shall have been supplanted fey the Industrial 
proittiflii*. jfc g ill)  the Hindus theaseivt# shall Mm sjum  
strong enough to throw off the British yet© altogether. 539 '
*neU in a letter written in 1882 to Karl Kautsky, a German socialist
leader# i t  was Sfi#©ta# epthtoii that*
th© colonies proper, i .e . ,  the countries occupied by a 
European populationp Gandda, the Cape, Australia5 w ill i l l  
■' become independents on th© other hand, th© countries In- 
habited by a -tiiiiv* population, which mo ataply subjugated,
■ India, ■ Algiers# Hi© Butch, Portuguese and Spanish possessions, 
muGt be takenever for'the time being fey th© proletariat and led 
as rapidly as possible toward© Indapencten#©* How this process
m
Karl H©rst| "TheeManlfeet© of th© Putt?.** Is
ppo 3f«^3*
la**# ’‘the Future Results of British Rule in India,11 
Ibid <?9 1# ppo 3533336*
' §%bid#9 pp. 386* (ita lics added)# '
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In toap* nsliiisal p II properly conceived
m
by socialists,, would b# beneficial to tbs socialist revolutlont i t  
could establish the necessary social* political,, and economic. 
ftm m mk within which a proletarian upheaval could tube plait# thus* 
Italian* Omm* and Hungarian netlonatostetes m m  thought to bo the 
preliminary step to the proletariat*# «nolp6ttoo la Central awl 
Eastern Stifope* However* Marx and Sngels were hesitant to olate ho® 
m  when socialism mould be achieved within th# colonies once they 
became independent# Witness the doubt eaprossed by- Engels In the 
1883 statement31 Even Oftm  independence he ms pot mm  *what aedtel 
and political phases these countries mill have to pass through befit# 
they likewise arrive at #ooia||st orgawtoation**’
he hat been suggested* It was th# m®Am view ©f B#st#s*i society 
that did much to restrict their endorsement of independence to th# nations 
In the feet# As.fuctt* th# national question to Europe and the colonial 
guest Son w®t# entirely different phenomena*, In th# le s t  taunt M  
inf#ls conceived national independence as conplonentisg the progressive 
stag## ©f history and thought that th#. creation of nationatostatas was 
a necessary part of this process# But the difficulty of discerning 
successive epochs of history in the last, mad# i t  a Ufcoatoo d ifficu lt 
tosh to consider the independence, of Eastern nations as having much 
effect on history one way or another#
But it  we# V«.S* lento A© comprehended th® revolutionary,, as 
distinct ftctt 'the historic importance of Eastern nationalism# flit 
revision# he made to th# traditional Marxian concept of the non**Weotern
a?
world tshUe striving fm  jm m  to 'Suitla mm  very consequential 
for 'Hi© Soishovik doctrine of seif-detersination once p&mM m s 
talned. It It It the exarcinatiori of th© pn>*lWT Im inU t doctrine • 
■of telf-detojrcilnatlon the! w© must turn la the next two chapters <>
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At s«ei»* they tended to fosgwt that socialists of th# milti*
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filled  mm  Tsarist despotism mm replaced by 4 bourg4oia«den»c*«tle
republic* (the maximum Baucis- dealt with fhenext stag® of the
revolution, t ,e ,f th# socialist stag#*) Slowly, m i #1 the pnMUMt
he conducted against the internationalists and the rightists, tm in
attached a. revolutionary significance t© th.® principle of national
2sal fKSetermtnat i  on* Accordingly* i t  .1® to the test of. tracing.
lenin*e basic views as they wet® fmmtet&A in regard to Russia pilot 
to 1914 that m  shall turn in th# present chapter*
II
As early as 189? isnln expressed M$ belief In the necessity for 
Sociai-OeMcrats to lot® revolutionary alliances with, the minority 
nationalities of 8ui.s|;#*  ̂ But while advocating these iWiance%' tonto 
pointed, out that they would 3b® o f! a. temporary and conditional nature® 
directed toward i t w a u  enaey* and that socialists m m  neither to 
merge with th® dissident national movements nor to- conpromise with 
non-socialist principles,4 Thus, î hen th® S®eiei*#@»crsti of Armenia
liii 1 in (i~ rfljinwir^ ir iii .in imi i mn i .  hi upwiB jat iwj Wpi ■ n  i n n if f m  imtaiyc »if 11
. 2ftichard Pipes,. Th# Formation of the Soviet Unloni Costtsuriisa and
ffawtarldief.. harvard University I S I  ,
m  4l»4a, and Joseph Stalin, ilfttotv of. ..the .SeiBaiJnist lfartSL.Mjfch#
foyif^-jllhlas:. {Bolshevik) Kltmr VOtM ^uMlshprs t» .»
Inc.; 1939), pp, 40*41,
3V, I* lenin, *Ih® Tasks of Russian Sociai^eemocrQts,* V, jU...lflBift
Vol. I# {how fork* laterne&onal Publishers. Go,, Inc,, 
1943), pp. 502-503.* fieeitfter a ll references to lenln*© Select Mftorks 
w ill he cited BW*
PP* 4SWMSOO, S04,
oq paet*& Aq ‘dSd mtt t'euoilfpp# uo (dgd) 
itHBj |#fffi«of <is?t&d ®qi p&#M3da* tifiiat •dftfMMMaoatw Anetfteew
In addition to a im in g  the Fenian fatorotlon mhw® eco»
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According'to iento, en Independent Poland its the twentieth 
century would cease to play the revolutionary role Marx and Bngels 
.fpd ascribed to i t  to .the nineteenth century*® Lenin observed that 
imen and tageto had thought Roland*s Independence to fee Indispensable § »  
the achievement of .bourgooto^osocratic revolutions in Central Europe*
But to the twentieth century, when these revolutions had been, east* 
plated, Poland*© Independence would not contribute 'to moving th is . 
area into the tmet corcociaUct era of history* Rot only did ■ tofilfi 
consider th# awakening of more important in this respect,. but
the cement* consolidation of Russia and th# alliance of Russian- 
Poland's ruling classes with Tsarist reaction during the preceding 
fifty  year® had. created a situation In which It was doubtful whether 
It ,«** economically expedient Tor mend to secede or, Indeed, 
whether independence could ever fee accomplished wider th® guidance 
of the Polish bourgeoisie* it  was thus imperative for the proletariat 
of Poland and Russia to concentrate their united efforts toward the 
destruction.of ftarisfa and i t* reactionary Polish a llie s  and to refrain 
from enfCflng In th#' self-defeating and reactionary activity of seeking 
to diflfltsiabtr Russia*9
Yet, while rebuking the Polish Socialists* position on Poland, 
tento could not endorse entirely the policy of the internationalists,
0
' tm  above pp. 4»S, Raptor I*
9»Ih# Rational Question .**,*» |g g , I I , pp. 926*326» 33M39*
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sought - It entente its own poitfioal and mmmU well being* tbit-: 
did not awn that the pjfoietariat t should not extend support to the
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i t  inpftyativ* that tht proletariat proclaim the right of nations 
to seXf-detexainatlon.
Hie right ef sol ̂ determination means that a nation can' 
arrange lie ill#  according to its  om fill*  I t has the right 
to arrange its life- on the basis of autonomy. I t  has the 
- right to enter into federal relations with other nations*
It has the- tight to complete secession* : nations are sovereign 
and all .nations are.
According to Stalin.* the .Austrian conception of #«ifi«%efff.terlei 
Cultural autonomy was fallacious from several standpoints* In the 
first place* i t  represented a substitution of the question of a 
nation*a cultural rights for its  sovereign political rights* the 
only correct interpretaticwi of self^detensination during the cap* 
Its liit epoch* In Austria «*t»6MM«ft%a»i*nty meant the Gsochs* 
Poles* OercianSs and m  forth* -no matter where they resided* owe 
"to be organised into integral nations* and is such to fens part 
of the Austrian state*" ..All this scheme could hope to accomplish 
was to maintain Austria*® former* feudally derived territorial 
integrity* whereas the true meaning of self^deterssinatlon for -Eastern 
Europe In the twentieth century transcended the Integrity of the 
multi-national state*26
lit the second place* the Eeimer̂ Eauer thesis put the nation tot# 
a eatogoryyof historic inviolability* the nation* as Stalin had
p ,  19; 
»& & .* p .  31
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which they belong#?* . By adopting national cultural autonomy, foeiil*  
democrats would fee following the policy cl organizing nations, Rations 
which were already torn asunder fey developing capitalism, and totally 
forsaking the aim of organising the proletariat,
lastly , end perhaps meet important, the principle of .Qttlofttl, 
cultural autonomy In matters of state organization could readily fee. 
extended Into the realm of party organisation, Stalin cited til#
Jewish Bund as an example of this proclivity, Instead of a disci­
plined, centrally organised party, based ©n the principle of desso* 
'©retie centralis®, national cultural autonomy and- Its tendency to 
foster national.Isolation-mm§ the workers of the multi-national .. 
Russian Empire represented the foundation;upon which the party could 
also- be organized along nstionsl-federal lines, The latter,•Stalin 
felt, would eventually,laid to a cmpUU disintegration of the 
ioclal^S^nocratlc Party,31 Thust while both Stalin end lenin were 
willing to buret the fearlst firpir© opart fey supporting national- 
movetoents,, neither m& willing to go as far as the Austrian Social* 
Desiderate in accepting the .principle of a decentralised party; organisa­
tion.
Having fought the rightist tendencies on the national gwestiOR# 
ienin turned' Ms attention toward the, leftists*  whose chief exponent,
, p. 32-33,
S1IU ^ .. PP. 34, 43, S M I.
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emild not be solved by secessionist .w w n ls within the fwmmk 0  
i»periailif»9 hutc tint© the entire world had been ecemmlcelly uni ted.
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OetoswUwHoftt* against East tmmfamq $m these who adhered
to hot' views*33
tonln doclaxed that truly to understand tho moaning Of national
self«cfQtexinination4 eooliifsts must m t §*ippla with the legal or
abstract definitions off'atUwft* but m m lm  the htstetloei and
economic foundations which give r ise  to national movements<» - By
approaching the- dhole qm&ttrn In this manner, one comes to the
conclusion, according to iontft* that t̂hroughout th# world, the
period «f the final victory of mptWLim  oust femktUm to* litis®! m
with mHaml At i f  t# pat Stalin*® in fin ities of a
nation in clearer and more concrete terms, Lenln remarteds
the economic basis of these movements is  that in order to achieve 
complete victorv for commodity ©reduction the bouraeoisie must 
capture th f home market, must have politically united t«*» 
ritories with a papulation speaking the same language,, and i l l  
ebsisiiss to the development of this language and to its  
consolidation in literature must he remove#* * * # Unity of 
language and its  unimpeded development are most Important
3%lp#S, pp, 52*8$, and Samad Shebeen, Ihj^towMjafc. (Bolshevik)
Clh© Hague, Bunduag* if* Von fioeve Ltd*,
m% U tenin, '(Moscowi Foreign .languages Ftiilialiiisi leuis,: WMlp p * 10*
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conditions for genuinely free and extensive comnr<arOiai inter* 
course on a scale cearosnsurate with modern capitalism* * «
The formation of national .states* under which these
ttqutrawat* of modern capitalism art beet satisfied* is  =: 
therefore the tendency of every national movement* the 
. deepest economic factors- urge toward-, this goal, and' lot- ih# 
whols of fesista  Europe* nay* fm  the entire civilised world* 
the .iveieal* normal state for the capltalis.ii« .period-Is* 
therefore* the national stated6
According to Lenin* Rosa Luxemburg had failed to analyse the 
national question in bistorieal-econoffiic terms* Instead* she m* 
terted that of nations in the twentieth century,
had been rendered illusory and impossible due to the economic bends 
the imperialist powers had ijjpoeed on the world* 'lueh an Inter* 
preiatlen* Lenin declared* substituted the faestion of the-' econosde 
dependence of small 8* weaker nations on the c o ita l of the wealthy 
Western powers for the qteatien of their political independences no
Lenin did l it t le  to add to a meaningful definition of 
the nations he did avoid designating culture or Stalin’s fourth 
characteristics **a community of psychological make-ups manifesting 
itse lf In o community of culture** (sot above* p* 48) as forming cm 
Integral part of the nation* In fact, throughout the article Lenin 
ridiculed this concept, the theoretical basis upon which the Renner- 
Sauer thesis .stood# For .Lenin to accept staitn*# .fourth characteristic 
as a component part of the nation would have boon an admission on his 
part that subloctlvlsa m  metaphysics* as opposed to a str ict materialist 
conception, served as o partial explanation of the phenomenon of 
nationalism* the feet that Lenin’s article so closely followed Stalin*© 
Indicates to some writers that article was. considered by
Lenin to be an unsatisfactory theoretical statement on the national 
question* See tip®#, pp* $8-41,. and Shaheen* pp*
p*-
m
i QGonmimllf foeftnplrtft* during the epoch of developing 
capitalism* To say that on Itm m self-determination should Pa 
emitted! fto® the programs of Sa«i#jw socialists* as Sosa burettburg 
wished,f was tantamount to saying that Sasfetn Europe* aussias and. Asia 
ha# accomplished foourgeois-democrat ic *ev»lwtirtt« and that ffe* Seat 
ha# althi#y experienced the la st’s' *1371% at which time the 
national question ha# been settled with the consasisstiofs of the 
final,' tMM»64«l««4«h*€*«tto revolution in Surope* But* in fast*. 
<f3ttl#rt# tenia* only after It®  could that# ha discerned tho be­
ginnings of boutgoois-demecratlc revolutions in the fast* whoso 
taall was' to throw eff tho yofce of foreign* including Qreat-fhissian* 
oppression and fog* Independent nations! states* 'these toft^leeJt..
dictate# that an'article pertaining to salf-dotermlnation 
be included In ih# program of the Russia Socla!~$emoerats<,37 'at# 
national seif-determinationi
■In 'the- program .©# the «a*xtsts ftwfliife* from tsii historical^ 
economic point of view* have any other meaning than political 
self-determination, ‘political independence* %$m formation of; 
a ptitgoa! siat#*3®-
. According to tenth* the ptolatatiit of Russia ha# a dual, ins* to 
perforia* "©uring tho period of incipient bourgaois-democratlc tsvo* 
lutiona In' Eastern Europe and. Asia** the areal Russian ■.proletariat
372Mi»» pp* u-so* .
38iMi«» ** 1#% Again isolft’s "#11 m  nothlog* interpretation of 
seif«determinatlo.n.j, at 8* »« 6k** Cil.lt i t  (see Carr* f t p.*. 420)* was 
i t  variance with Stalin’s proclamation that self-determination could 
moan autonomy* Imitation* ot secession (see «bsv% p# 4b)*
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Suet* a pragmatic attitude ttfltftatf* ft» Ms ta ttU tl fe
t# tfc# national question the Uni* f#ga»i#d
national movements for political. ladtapMft&e* Cioaariys questions 
#1 secession sshlch might arise either hefot© or after IW  could h# 
resolved quit© readily dhen vietted in this light*
mmm m
m m m tm  m  m  m m m 9 m ^ i m
ftrlot to 1914} Lenin me mem  of tit# incipient notional wove- 
a#nt» in Asia, As a result0 he fe lt  i t  necessity tm  Ills petty to 
take an affirmative stance on tie  question of national eel ̂ determination 
within the Russian tapit## which embraced two continents, and whose 
peoples he believed* would be affected by stirrings beyond the ©spire’e 
Asian frontlet* the very nationalities which exposed Persia* Turkey* 
and China and which were beginning to swtfcin to a national conscious­
ness were precisely those which had ethnic ©unter-psrts In tho 
Russian Empire* Lenin thus fe lt that Russia11® Asiatic nationalities 
m m  destined to fee drawn Into a struggle against Tsarist oppression*1 
Beyond the significance Eastern nationalism held lo t Russia's own 
minorities* after 1905 Lenin eapressly linked the Eastern national 
liberation movements with the movement of the continental proletariat*
1k#nlnft p* »*  See I w  Spector*
(Snglewood* C liffs9 New Jersey* 
Prentice Hall Inc** 1962) for A description of the effect the Russian 
Revolution of 19©$ had on Asia* While this chapter deals specifically 
with Lenin's pre-191? treatment of the Western power#* colonies and 
subject nationss Lenin's belief that an intimate relationship ostisted 
between the Eastern nations beyond Russia*s frontier and those under 
the Tsar’s Jurisdiction makes i t  extremely d ifficu lt totally to divorce 
one from th® ©titer* For Instance* the Turkic people® of the Volga-iiral 
teflon and of Central Asia and of the Caucasus were considered to be 
Russian colonies Just as Afghanistan was considered to fee a British 
colony* In short* when Lenin* after 1914* spoke of '’colonies* he 
spoke also of Aslan nations within the Russian Empire*
64
m  regard# the toct#§tto§ par©letiiriari activity to «|» and the 
heightening sNnwMnto to* national liberation la  Asia m  generating 
“quite clearly the outline of 4 new in#' incomparably high©* stage 
in the international struggle of tie proletariat.1̂
however* while connecting the- two movements distinguished Mis 
from other socialists of Europe# Lento# like most socialists# radical 
and moderate alike# endorsed the thesis that social revolution in the 
tract would precede and liberate the colonies end oppressed nations 
of the ****** In an article published In if13 which attempted to 
equate Asia's demeeratlc&Hy minded and "progressive* bourgeoisie 
with Europe’s “sol# remaining* advanced class# the proletariat#
- and which was sardonically entitled “Advanced Asia and Backward Europe#* 
Lenin declareds
all young Asia# that It# to#- hundreds of millions of toll### to, 
Asia# have a- reliable ally in. to# ship®, of to# ptoiotorlst of ■
#11. to# civilised countries# No force -on. earth can prevent l i t  
victory# which will liberate both to# peoples of Europe and to# 
peoples of Asia#4
A year late* he Indicated, that while toe growth of capitalism in Asia 
m s bound to precipitate movements for national polltidisl Independence# 
Western Europe, possesstof the historical and material bases' for '•
^Inflammable tet©rials In- World Politics#** tonlnSW. IV# p# B%; 
3Bo©rsn#rs - pp.. 29*33*
*V# 1# iento# “Backward Europe and Advanced Asia." Selected works 
.toL.̂ #AI*ma#s. Vol. I , (Moscow* Foreign Languages PubUshlni iouse#
1947) #. ®»' W *
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social!*®, would undergo revolution before the last could "become 
crystallised Into a system of Independent states, lib* Europe**5
After the outbreak of the war, however, Lenin altered this 
Interpretation and nationalism outside of Russia attained a position 
in his revolutionary calculations similar to the on* which he gave 
to forming alliances with nationalism in Russia—it was regarded 
as a weapon to be wielded by the proletariat for purpose* of weakening 
and ultimately destroying the established order of Europe, As in the 
case of Russia, moreover, the approach Lenin adopted toward the 
national and colonial question centered around the principle of self* 
determination, and, reminiscent of the pre-war period, bitter 
polemics between Lenin and the internationalist wing ensued.
Though there was no quarrel over whether the war was by nature 
imperialist, fought "for the political and economic exploitation of 
the world, for export markets, sources of raw materials, spheres of 
capital Investment,*6 there were vociferous exchange* between Lenin six! 
those who endorsed Rosa Luxemburg** pre-war views on self-determination,7 
The disagreement was particularly sharp in the Bolshevik party. A 
group known as the Bukharln-Piatakov group felt that the principle of
5t»nin, P* M,
6"0raft Resolution of the aamerwolk Left,* Olga Hess Gankin and
h, h. Fisher, m *  Ihi.folsto ftLtfet-Msainternational (Stanford*StanfordUniversity Press, 1940), p. 35i,
7Bo*xsner, p. 49. On Rosa Luxemburg see above p. 28-29,
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was « Utopian ftttonpt- to seek minimum m desBOttaiic 
reforms during an epoch of wthe absorption of - small states by large 
units1* fat' the purpose of maintaining the dominance of - fiiMhae? capital* 
The true solution to the problem lay in mobilising; the proletariat for 
a ©lass war ft* socltlis®* which could not fet ao«f$ish«si fey sotfelfif 
to unite thtvjorfcers -with the national bourgeoisie under the slogan 
of s#lf*#at«irtnaii«Hi*
: I t  Is therefore iiBpoasible to. struggle against th® enslave­
ment of nations otherwise thin fey- struggling against iaparicUsia,
■' 'SW *fef struggling against is^erlaiism (sic)* ergo—by attUf1 
flin t against finance capitals erao against capitalism In 
general. Any deviation from that roads any advancement of.- • 
**pa*ftil** tasks* of the Mllberatlon of nations’* wiiMtJ the realm 
; of capitalist civilisations means diverting th# lueoldiariaft 
forces iwm. th® actual solution of the pfetfhUn* and their 
' fusion with th® fore#® of th® corresponding national bourgeois
g r o u p s * 8
furthermore* Karl Radefcs of th®- Polish Sociai«15®mocratic Party 
and also of the cKtx«aitst school * Mmtad in. an artlel® published 
In April* 1916* that vMl® socialists should condemn th® oppressive 
policies o# imperialisffi* it© policy of#st*oylni slat® boundaries 
through conquests and annexations In Europe was a matter about which 
t#cl#lists should reltl®®* §v#*y encroachment m  national sovereignty' 
was a step in the direction of. an international «omuaity and a world 
tevoiutleiw Thus*
teMBiaBuiiBteJte -
8‘*lheses and Program -of th® BukharIn-Piatakov Group*** Gankin and 
Fisher* p. 219*
m
' . jaautaj&JfaMaMmJaUattattattai* eapitttiia#-has
developed unprotected by its  mm state* the fetsiortctl devticp**
,. ment had shown that an iai^pmdmt Sint# was by no means an 
absolute prerequisite for the unfolding of the productive 
forces and fat the introduction of socialism, tha
crushing whoa! #1 iapetialism passed :mm m  §lrm$f touting  
capitalist state, there through the brutal moans of taperi*!*
1st oppression a political and Monwte concentration of me 
capitalist world takes place which prepares foraoeia llss,9
the internationalist condonation of $elf^#t#sn&natlonfi m  a
principle repulsing fu ll proletarian solidarity* as a Utopian demand
during the era of imperialism* and «s being iofadoa! to th# economic’
and political ptor#^l»it#s of international tcc ia llm* applied
equally to Europe and Mia* Its implmmUtiQn$ mmmmx* aftm
socialism was- established was considered to be unnecessary cud
socialists A c advocated i t  wml4 tt*v» failed to understand' m itt
Cl) th# victorious proletariat ueuld establish m  International
society devoid of nationnlltyi ( t)  mm  th# dlsse basis upon which
national oppression rested was destroyed, sei f«deterffiination was
superfluous,!0
The internationalists^ were, however, willing to concede that th# 
proletariat of Europe coaid support natloiml^uarlsMge In the *non- 
capitalist countries or countries with an embryonic capitalism,”11
$*fh# Polish Social democrats end' the Right of Self-Qeterffiinstlenj," 
IMd, ,  p* 509,
l6IM d,, pp. 509-512,
llftTheses and Program of the aukharin-Piatakov Qroup,* ibid, .
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justifying the continuance of national oppression on economic grounds#; 
tot mm  ignoring a vest number of potential a llies In the struggle 
against isstfrialistt* ' They were forgetting that social revolution
i
was not something "pure** in which the*1# was a 'clear lin r  drawn 
lNrt«nat» the ©las© tw M «fs proltiariat* m  Ih# ma hand* and the 
bourgeoisies'on the1others Social;revolution' was'not conceivable, 
Lenin declared 8 without tlta aas® movement of the bourgeoisie and of 
the:non-class conscious proletariat and. semi-proletariat against 
the'' oppression of' foreign nations# an oppression heightened by
And:, as in the cnee of to gain the scwfMeht©
of the proletariat's erstwhile a llie s , the proletariat must raise 
the unequivocal demand for the immediate political independence of 
#11 nations and colonies oppressed by f«p«rUUm***
: a it on «fe«t bests- 'could' Lenin justify proletutIan coliahoratlon 
with nationalism during the ©ft of imperialism and the beginning of
i4V* X.‘ Lenin* "Discussion on Self-Determination Summed 
(International Publishers C©*# Inc## 1951}* pp. 116*117* ■
l%lfted ©* Low# (New ¥©rk*
feotean Associates# 1958), pp» 76-78# I t was precisely from the 
standpoint ofijkU belief In maos action tactics that Lenin con* 
demned the Internationalists for wishing to sake "use" of Eastern 
nationalism (sc© above, p. 59) while forgetting the smell nations of 
Europe, for* despite Ms- preoccupation with nationalism in the East 
after 1914, Lenin felt that a European national uprising was more 
important in terms of the social revolution than one in a colony*
"A blow delivered against the English imperialist bourgeoisie by a 
rebellion in Ireland is  a hundred time# ®»© significant politically 
than a blow of ©goal weight delivered In Asia or Africa***- *0U» 
cussion Summed % * * ##* tan* V, p, 194#
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associate with sieving the fact into the m m im  conception of 
historical development hoc®# folly apparent In Resale after Itl?* 
there the relativism which was inherent In Lenin’s approach to the 
question of secession we* buttressad bj m  irreproachable ila iecil##! 
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fa it whatever intellectual (palms Inspired Ithln to condemn 
itoat 8ntsi.ofi chauvinism at tor If If * i  compromise program on, the 
national, question was H tm M m t* which* afeit* .retaining the te lt* 
dptpm im ttm  clause,, so qualified that it s  fagm* moaning mm 
totally abrogated*
f* In order to overcome the distrust -felt by the toiling  
masses of oppressed countries M i  the proletariat of states 
which oppressed these countries* I t  is  necessary to abolish a ll 
the privileges enjoyed by any national group whatsoever,, to 
establish complete equality of rt#*is fm  Oil ntttionslifie#* to 
tooogolst the right of colonies end nott“©overeign. n»il§»t to 
s e c e s s io n * .
3* fttb  the same film in vlm  the Patty proposes* as one 
of the transitional forms toward goqtiUttft unity* a federation 
of states of the 'Soviet type*
4* Oath* question as to who is  to «pr©s© the w ill of 
the nation to $eced% the luesien Communist Patty adopts shqj 
historical class viewpoint and in this tains Into consideration 
the stage of historical development of the given nation* whether 
.. i t  It evolving from mMtmv&ttm to bourgeois deascjcracy or 
whether fro© bourgeois democracy to Soviet or proletarian 
democracy* .etc*®
Ihe new program took lute account the realttie# of the ttMU 
Warc i t  Jvstlflid' Bolshevik territorial consolidation and placed e 
premium on the formation of a federation of nationalities*
Hie Ccmsnunists could declare that the $hite .occupied area# had 
the right to fora Independent states once the Red forces were vie* 
torlows* Simultaneously* the Selshevifts could sanctimoniously point 
to the successful .application o f the doctrine of secession in 'the 
Baltic states* though In reality the regime m& In such straits I t  
had l i t t le  volet .in the matter*
m
The • adoption of the federative principle* which Imln had so 
violently opposed prior to the devolution* eninf to,- the centrifugal 
tendencies it  suggested, »§s now regarded a® the ■ eatfeffpetit. factor 
which could mm  again make ftsssle one** - ifmmmwv i t  mn he con­
sidered the first - step toward invalidating the principle of national 
telfodetermlitailan* a- principle which tsfsi% prior to 191?9 had ' 
thought self-evident i f  multinational socialist states were to be 
built m  a nen-laperialist basis*'
Just as mankind can achieve the abolition of elaeees by passing 
through the transition period of the dictatorship of the op­
pressed classes* so mankind can achieve the inevitable merging 
of nations by passing through the transition period of complete 
liberation of a ll the oppressed nations* !«*«» the freedom to 
secede*®
But the qualification of the doctrine of secession In point four 
Of the nets- program -ms perhaps the most significant stop toward 
abrogating the pre-revolutionary meaning of m if-det ©jsalnation* 
Henceforth* the ConsKmlete possessed' the "historic* right to crush any 
national opposition wist*. which they might be confronted mhen attempting 
to establish theIt control over the border areas* By approaching the 
question of secession from -’the historical else® viewpoint*** moreover* 
the warning Bngels gave to .socialists regarding the colonies was 
conveniently shelveds **?he victorious proletariat can force no blessings-
7Plpecs p« III* end tee Chapter 11* pp* &&&»
®*»ilie- Socialist Hevoiuiion end the Bight * * <,*M V* p* f?l» 
and see Chapter ill*  p. 75.
m
of my kind upon any foreign nation without underinihifig it s  mm 
victory % to doing,^ this admonition was declared fey Iml®: i»  ' 
his p w lW  poieoii.ee with the le ftis ts  as the *#»* absolutely 
lniernati<meil®ts principle,5’10
tersely through hsnin9® dialectical arguments the total *teels-l* 
tuition0 of Hyssia*® oppressed alnorities and colonies was eospietely 
justified , |u t the intellectual bankruptcy which resulted from such 
argurfionts is  hardly shocking, th& relativeness afoleh- surrounded the 
principle. of secession f its  well with iarghoorn'S: observations the 
foiliof in the justice of the Bolsheviks* cause mad© it  legitimate to 
w e i l l  available m$m to win sgalntt 'their «mntoo» f ir s t* this 
went the use of demagogic promises In the Bolshevik nationality pro** 
grata! later i t  scant suppressing national groups who wished to see 
those promises fu lfilled .11 Perhaps i t  was, Inevitable that, the 
principle of secession m m il m other Idealswould he subverted to 
the interests of Great Susatan totalitarianism when this itedntsoperand! 
was applied by ftaMn and those who practiced and refined' .Ionia* e ideas 
on party and state organisation* lenl% himself* started to realise 
batata Ms death that- the centralised patty and state apparatus he
%tgeis to l$e«ts%# tept«ftet it# 1882* Hsrst and .I«f#ts le i acted 
3?9» 
i0v, I* Eeni% ”Mscusiion on Sclf^ttcasination Summed upcw Hu»,
ficw Yorks
K e s S i i S l  W W SSw io*# I K i 'w l ) *  w ll
1 Frederick e , lareho^n* (« b» Yorks
OMford University Press# 1816}9 pp. “  “*
m
created actually precluded befeMhaad true convictions t»
held yepsdtiii Great Russian chauvinism and %M fights of national 
Mnoritlos*l2
II
1# Lenin*© doctrine #1 national solf^detensinailon was mandated 
meaningless within Russia after i t  had served Its  revolutionary 
ptitposo* both -tiit pmmMl l» # t of mmumm and tut
principle of $aif*deiorffilfiaiion as an Instrument of Soviet foreign 
policy s till possessed 'validity tft*A applied to the world at large 
■mi pttflculatlf to tht colonies and s^««©lwias of the iuropotii
On December 7* 191?$ Lenin and Stalin signed a double hovelled
appeal ®?o Mi the Hosiers of awasta and the Ihe appeal pm*>
Mtttfld the fw f «t hiiiehsilty, policy as the hot to llte a tte f  th e .
oppressed nations of the whole world* Ifce nationality policies of
tsarism mm  denounced m i i t  was declared that®
henceforth year beliefs and customs$ ycut national and cultural 
institutions*, are declared fro© #«$ Invioiafeloi Rwtld your 
national. Ilfs frosty sad without hindrance* I t  is ymm right*
Know that your rights*, liho all those of a il the peoples of 
Russia,, will he protected- by the might of the revolution • * * » 
Support this revolution and it s  authorised Government*13
^%tpes? pp*
i3*’«Appeal of the CMctt of People’s Gmmimnm to -the Moslems of 
Russia sad- the RoeV MX* etf»
Jane Qagro C London® ®mmd Wnimmiiy Rres% 1951}® t* p» t&»
m
fhe ©toond pm% of the ommI atoojrted to© people# outside
ifei0tf*M9MU*ftt |utla* Attfesj, ini' Minins totoifii»iXy«*to evortotow
the tafMtotftgltt# that subjugated tooti toimtfiai#
Imo m  tiatt Sft off tho yolto of the ancient opptossots
of fmm- lend I tot tosa m ftmsm tiolato ywsr im tlk i You 
ywx&elvm m»% mmmm: ym* m you youtseltos see fit*
You Jmw» the «!$*' to 4o tot#* tm  ? w  f its  to In yew «a»
Hie appeal ended with tod dtolto&tiofu
to luactlto the iibetatton of the oppressed peoploe of the
wOj»ld of) feanno&I
tool»o  of Ru&sial
motmo of: too fiaott. .. .. ..
to l«to to you tog #ys!p§toy d*wf support to tot «wfc #f *#»
generatingtoe uorldtto
- i .  ’.O ..»■.. -î — .1. '^■■•^••-.wiilii^i'ii «  ft i trill ‘f i  f l i  i f  ■'■*—■ ■itk'mit. rr iiaw flil frvfttl life- -■© A -  jE - ' if e a fe j f e t f t  dMp*Hfe. «  MfeS-aiito  oppwil:# BsOftovetp. oowtaiiiii or tspsytont'soviet i  otoign policy
statement* It deelated tot Teatiet secret tteeties with totot Sfeltaln
pertaining to tot partition of torsi# tofi Ihrtof to tot «*SX and void*
It denounced too plan to mmm. tonatontlnople*
Hit Russian Republic ■■&& It* ■ ■ toe -twiiatl .of toopl#®*
M m u » i  mo opposed to tot taiaat© of foreign territory® 
Constantinople must remain in to# hands of the toeXtms»*6
4 sta llsr lo t of generosity was ©rtended to China by M y* l i l t ,
at'to!to tlito the Conmlesapiat lot foreign M toltt expressed In i.poto
to Peking a %iUin§ness to smmmm $&l' mmmfom  and tototol'
 ̂JJaU*9 P° 0
15tbid,
l6Mbi&.. P , 16.
6 6
privileges which the fasts5 Government .had gained fr«® unequal treaties
then# such seto built fm  the Soviet leaders a grtit amount of 
good ntU In the Bust* prior to 1921 cooptation ®lth the national 
M M n H  tft tot# «to Itftltrt* H* Sotohevifes ©lung to the belief 
that i f  the new regtw hoped to survive and socialism was to b© ©s« 
iablishod aucceasfuiiy In Boeeis* the revolution of Hovember, iftf*  could 
only bo the prelude to a w i  general soclcl revolutions,, which would 
engulf first Astern 'and. ©antral Swop© cad ulitisitolf the daftly* 
w o rld * 1 h u s5 beyond proclamations m  selfrtetoristoatlon and donunelto 
tlons of imperialism and secret treaties, the Bolsheviks, having 
their attention1 centered upon what syaodd to h& m' .iiiClplwt ilutop©«»:- 
sotial tevolution in: the period between 191?-«rt 1930* wore not yet 
prepared to sacrifice local &M&Ut parties art militant
»7
* ftosfsner# p* 66*
ie1hough for many years to# opposed Trotsky*# Ideas on the "perms* 
wMft revolution," l*«* under proletarian leadership the two revolt** 
tions**bourgeoisrtemocratic art - socialist**in Russia should hr 
"telescoped** tot© on© continuous revolutionary .process* which would 
enable Russia to ship to© capitalist stage of development altogether, 
by 191b Imin fe lt that toy pursuing Its "minimum" diamond of overthrow* 
tog- Tsarism to#' Russian pr#l©tartot could' Ignito to#’ floats of toctoi 
revolution in th© Most* thereby effecting a social revolution to 
Rustic* Alfred G* Heyer* toatniM (Cambridge* Warvard d iversity  
Pmm9 199©) » ppp 199*244*
for tonlnto view© on th# overthrow ©f Tsarism art Its relationship 
to toe European revolution see f# I* tonin* "A few Himm*n uaa* V* 
pp» art v, l* tontoe "toe too Unto of to# Revolution," IfeM,
pp« l5S*iC3« See else toon- tootsly* toeiftotprv of the pusciop Ijiovo* 
luttoeto fol* I lls  to#.ratiuaA jifjthO raai»~'tlto s* 'I to  Ssitoto Man 
W 5 m  tfnivereiiy 1 1 %  I9W * pp* 419*42*?*
8?
revolutSonajriea In th© East In order to toepitai# with the so-called 
Eastern bourgeoisie even where national interests required It.*5 It 
wm in feet tenin's belie# m  disbelief in the Imminence of European 
and World Revolution after- tie Bolsheviks1’ assumption to power that 
explains first the eclipse of his doctrine of self-determination in the 
years immediately after If IT and second Its re-mergence In-the. 
context of Soviet foreign policy between 1920 and Its*
The prospects for a European upheaval wore bright after,the German 
collapse In, the, fell of If 18* In the first months of If If revolution 
had occurred In Germany# during th® course of which-. Bess Luxemburg 
had been killed* Bela Kun had proclaimed in Budapest the existence 
of a Hungarian proletarian govenmentj and In.Bavaria,a Soviet govern­
ment was established* the moment, it  was believed# had at last arrived 
when, the Bolsheviks1 Western comrades would come to'Soviet fhitsle’s 
rescue, the world- proletariat and its firs t Republic were now no 
longer on the defensive,
AbU the atmosphere of revolutionary.euphoria brought on by 
these events in Central iutope* the first Congress of the Communist
^%arr# III# pp. 238-234# 250, Start point® out that only Italia* 
preoccupied with dsia In his capacity of Ctanaitecr for batiDualities* 
remained fully cognizant of the revolutionary potential of the East 
in the- immediate p0sW917 period* .Ibid** p, 234* Stalin warned that 
while ■everyone1® 'eyes wore turned toward the lest# the Seat.could not 
be forgotten for a single moment*' MThe truth#** Stalin declared#
"must be grasped once and for all* that, whoever desires the triumph of 
socialism must not forget the last#** imperialIsm1 s "most reliable" 
reserve* Joseph Stalin# 1,SonH Forget the B*st«* terfep* IV* pp, 
174-175#
international mat*20 Lenin* speaking at the opening session of the
Comintern on isferch 2« If If* ©aprassed the feelings of the delegates
when fee declared that “the progress of events since the imperialist
mw Is inevitably facilitating the revolutionary movement of the
proletariat* the international world revolution Is beginning and
gaining strength in all countries*'* he felt that the Soviet system
of organising the workers, 'the practical f ®m 'that will enable the
proletariat to achieve its domination**’ had *conquered not only In
backward Russia*8 but Its conquest could also be discerned in  the
*«aost developed country of1 Europe—*Oe«aiany, and in the oldest
capitalist country-*-Graat Britain.**2*
The ^Manifesto of the Conroruniet International" was written by
Trotsky and i t  reflected the optimists which filled  Lenin and: the
Soviet leaders*' Trotsky*e pronouncements on the national .and colonial
question* however* with Lenin voicing no opposition* rosembled the
position the Internationalists had occupied prior to X9Vf*&
The emancipation of the colonies is  possible only in conjunction 
, with the emancipation of the metropolitan working class. The 
workers and peasants of Annaa* Algiers* and Bengal* but also 
of Persienand Amenta* will gain their opportunity for Inde­
pendent existence only when Hie workers ®f ingland and France 
hove overthrown Lloyd George and CUmmwm* end taken state 
. power into their own hands# ' Even now the. struggle in the ©or©
■. "developed colonies is  more than a struggle for national liberations
2% lecher, p* 124* and Catr, III* pp. Ill*  122.
21V* 1. Lenin, Ŝpeech at the Opening of the firs t Congress of the 
Communist International,*' LSI. X, pp. 26-27.
22Boersner, p. 65.
m
It is  assuming an explicitly social character, I f capitalist 
teop® forcibly dragged Ih# backward sections of the wo?Id 
into the capitalist whMpool, a socialist Europe w ill cos® 
to the aid of liberated colonies witti Its technology* Its 
organisation, it s  spiritual forces, in order to facilita te  
their transition-to a planned and organised: socialist 
economy*
The concept that the colonies could fee transformed directly 
from their precapitalist past to socialism was, as in the case 
of Russia, contidsfed to he an integral part of the permanent revo­
lutionary process by which the establishment of socialism in the 
backward area# of the last* would Safes place within the contort, of 
European social revolution*24 At the Second Congress of th©
Comintern, held to the summer of 1920 and at a line when the rove* 
lutionary hopes of 1919 were renewed by the advance of the Red Army 
into Poland,25 lahin echoed Trotsky's pronouncements and further 
ereaplifled the course the East would take in the- face of revolutionary 
conditions* Using the Bolsheviks* experience with the Tsars* forme? 
’’colonies* as an example, lenin declared*
Can we recognise as correct the assertion that the capitalist 
stage of development of national economy is  inevitable for 
those nations which or© now liberating themselves * * * ? Jto 
reply to this question in th* negative* If the revolutionary, 
victorious proletariat carries on systematic propaganda among 
the©, and i f  the Soviet governments render them all th©
23letm Trotsky, "itoilfeato of the Communist Internatlenpi,” The
1919-1943, cd* Jan® Hegtas <tendon* Oxford 
University Press, 1951)', 1, pp* 42*43*
24Harold ft. Isaacs, The Traeedv of the,ghinese Sevolutlen (2d. ed* 
rev*? Stanford* Stanford''''liivofsity'"tress,'IfS l), 'p p r^ d C
2S0egrae, I , pp. 110-111*
90
assistance they possibly can, f t  will bo wrong to assume that 
the capitalist stage of development i t  inevitable for the 
backward nationalities* f t  must not only form independent 
cadres of fighters, of Party organisations# in a ll colonies 
and: backward countries, m  mmt not only- carry on propaganda 
in favor of - organising Ptisan-ts* Soviets and strive i t  adapt 
them to pre-capitalist conditionsj the Ctawanlsi international 
must lay down, and five tbs theoretical grounds for# the 
proposition that, with the aid, of-the proletariat of the most 
advanced countries* the backward countries may pass to the 
Soviet system and* after passing throng, a definite stage of 
development, to Communism, without passing through the cap­
ita lis t stage of doveiepsent*2® r
tolling oitri-fsvotetionfity stance required the adoption of
ultra-revolutionary tactics., As we have seen* ten in was certain- that
•social revolution. In the te st must- be closely connected with
national uprisings In the fewrtt*®̂  • Sat. In 192& he believed' the colonial
im i could skip the capitalist stage of development, $ pesoibtlity he
rejected prior to 191?.28 Thus, instead of relying on the colonial
bourgeoisie to old the workers of Europe against Imperialism, in one
portion o fh is  theses on the Motional and Colonial Question,' tenin
placed primary emphasis -on the masses of the East to lead the national
onslaughts against ifiporlaUam* Soviet Russia occupied the vanguard
position for .both the Eastern national revolts and the world socialist
upheavali
26V, I, tenin, HThe Report of the Commission on the National and 
•Colonial Questions at the Second Congress of the Communist Inter- 
national,* jgg, X, p* 14$,
27See Chapter III.*
2%alter Z* tegemwp | |  
forki Frederick M# Prasger# 1959) * pp* ' See V. I* lenin*
w&em«cracy and ftarotfie* la China,* jjgf* I % pp* 3Q&-311.
n
The cornerstone of the whole policy of the Gommuftist Inter­
national in the national and colonial Question must be to 
bring together the proletarians end the masses of the ' 
toilers of all nations and countries for the joint revo­
lutionary struggle for the overthrow of the' landlords end■the 
bourgeoisiei for this alone guarantees victory mm  cap- 
Italians* without which the abolition of national oppression 
and' inequality is  impossible..
the world political situation has mw placed on the order ' 
of the day the dictatorship of the proletariat * and all events 
in world politics are inevitably concentrating around one 
central point* M r.. the struggle of the world bourgeoisie 
against the Soviet Russian Republic* which is  Inevitably ■ 
grouping around Itself the Soviet movement of the advanced 
workers of all countries* a® m il  as t i l  the national 
liberation movements In the celestes and among the oppressed 
nationalities which have become convinced by their bitter 
experience that there is no salvation for them except the 
victory of the Soviet power over world imperialism.
Consequently, one must not confine oneself at the present 
time to the bare recognition, or proclamation, of the need 
for bringing together the toilers of she various national i t  Is 
necessary to pursue a policy that will bring about the closest 
alliance of a ll the national end colonial ilberation movements 
with Soviet RuseSaf the form of this alliance is  to be deter­
mined by the degree of development of the QmttHiiftt movement 
among the proletariat of each country* or of the bourgeois- 
democratic liberation movement of the workers and peasant® In 
backward countries or among backward nationalities**9
^V. I. tmln* '‘Preliminary Draft of Theses on the Rational and 
Colonial Guest ion** Jgg* X, p. 23S» the .phrase *foourgeoi e-democratie 
liberation movement of the workers and peasants in the backward 
countries, etc.** may appear to contradict itse lf . That is , ■ **bourgeois- 
democratic liberation movement1* of "workers and peasants" may appear 
to bo an attempt to connect two mutually exclusive dialectical terms. 
l4mint however, pointed out at the Congress that "every nationalist 
movement can only fe# a bourgeois-democratic movement, fm  the bulk 
of the population in backward'■countries arc peasant® who represent 
bourgeois-capitalist relatione.” "Report of the Commission m  the 
Rational . * *■»" ..3^*. .̂, p. 240. Presumably, then* lenln fe lt  that 
national liberation struggles, though bourgeoie-damccretie tasks per 
ae, could bo plihpjg mas® movements led by the proletariat and Commu­
nists mass movements led by the national bourgeoisie. It Is used 
In the fewer sense hero. Cf, Carr* III, p. 253.
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revolutionary - against the national bourgeoisie they *sm t
unconditionally preserve the independence of the proletarian mmm 
mmt even in its ®mi rudimentary form,*34
Thus, two tactical alternatives regarding national movements in 
the lest were reeegnlfci by lanlrt, at -the tecchd Ctagrm* -tut which* 
mm alternative was adopted' there an inttfijfttt feiationshlp
between the national revolution and the class basis upon which it- 
would proceed, on. the one hand, end the success or failure of the 
ilosttrn revolution, m the other* If the Western tevolvtibn $&m: 
afeoot, the CoRmunists ^uld imm a "tnkitsd front ftrn below*1* 
whereby they would ally with the Eastern ©asses against both Western 
imperialism and the national bourgeoisie of‘the East, Though . 
politically oriented'et its inception, the alliance would facilitate 
the passing of the East directly fro® fewdailasi to socialism by wans 
of organising the peasantry into Peasant loylets and with the help 
of the proletariat of Europe*, If Western revolution failed to 
eventuate, the Bast s till remained the weakest link in the imperialist 
chain and an ”anti-imperialist, anti-feudal united front from above* 
could bo formed between the revolutionary section, of the national
34* Preliminary Draff Theses on the national * • , /  .IB1« I , 
pp» 236*237,
bourgeoisie and the Cafflmunlstaf̂  this course presupposed that the 
socialist stage *f development could only he reached- by fir st  
passing through the intermediary stage of capital im»36
It was net long until the Soviets chose between the- two alterna­
tives. For* whatever optimism the OMmnt«t» held to the summer of 
AW concerning the imminence el terid revolution* this feeling did 
not lest mt the Russian winters the we*- with Poland had produced 
negative resulttf plant for the Mew loonwic Policy*, repteseiifiiif a. 
partial ftlwiai to individual economic Initiative* were announced In 
Match* 19211 and a emmwi&t uprising in Clonaany in the spring of i t i l  r
***1
■ the t asm "nationel-rovolutlonary” was--.Substituted In the final 
draft of the Theses for the term w toourgeeis-demoeraiic,f to distinguish 
between bourgeois parties which actively fought imperialism and those 
which in one way or another collaborate with i t  and prevented com­
munists fro® organising the masses for socialist tasks, "Report of 
the Commission on -the national * * ib id ,* p. 241* This testtlctlOil 
was-* however, soon, forgotten*.
36
M* h, Hoy, the Indian delegate to the Ceng«t#$* introduced a 
"supplementary* set of Theses on the national and colonial question.
Roy argued that the Itest-would neve* become: socialist m ill i t  was 
deprived of the super profits and huge markets the colonial.last 
afforded Hasten* capitalism. According to Roy, national liberation 
in the fast must precede social revolution In the West# Roy pro­
posed, furthermore, that though at first the revolution would bo of 
bourgeois- character, i.e .*  a revolution In which many "petty bourgeois 
reforms such as "the division of land- would fee ■necessary* the .pro* 
letariat and the Communists should from, the outset lead the notional 
struggle* turning It immediately Into a socialist revolution* Though 
Roy's Theses, along with lastin'*» were passed unanimously by the ' 
ingress* they m m  not referred to after 1922* a* If* Roy* "Supple­
mentary Theses m  the Rational and Colonial -Questions*® Seal* Joukoff a
-Eudln and Robert G* Worth* Soviet fos.ftla~aad.J^.ffofi.l* Ift2fo»lfi23!t
A Documentary Survey (Stanford* Stmia»*4 University Rvese* I9fe7>,  
pp* 65-fef, and Alvin Z* Rubinstein* me...forol^.„golicv..i>t,tfeeAviel 
Union (Mew Yorks Random House* 1969)* P* S48»*..........
m
failed, thereby effectively stifling goautmUt hopes of early
European revolution, ..At the third Oomintem Congress held in the
sower of tf il, Trotsky, speaking of «aplfati®ii#© ‘'’temporary mA
uncertain ©cpi librium,1* remarked dismally*
i© ate net no# confronted with the chaotic and elemental . 
assault that m  witnessed la Europe la * • .At that
time 1% seemed, to vs* «tib some historical Je®if.fte.atl©«* 
possible that the assault would mount and. move forward la  
. higher and higher waves • • « and that the working class would 
in a year or 'two achieve State power* It was a historical 
possibility, but It did not happen * * * History has given the '• - 
bourgeoisie a fairly long breathing spoil* * * « The revolution 
Is not m  obedient, so tame, .that it  can fee led on a .leash, 
m m  imagined. It has its  ups and downs, Its crises and bom®*®*
The retreat of the revolution in Hussiaend Europe was access*
panled fey a shift In Soviet foreign policy* Prior to 1923* Soviet
policy had been ftesity  influenced by fevoivttonary considerations* . _
But mm It began to follow the dictates of national Interests* The
requirements of the Mm Economic Policy, for *a£qpie» meant that a mote ‘
conciliatory and: compromising attitude hsd: to be adopted via....a v is the
western democracies. One of the results, of the nm .policy was the
signing of a trad© agreement with Great Britain on UntcO IS, 1921» which
not only furnished the Soviet regime with much needed' material imm
abroad, but ended Soviet diplomatic isolation.3^
The retreat of the revolution also had Its effect on .Soviet tola**
iiens in the tast* The establishment of normal diplomatic, relations
%®gras, ■ I , 'pp. 229-230,
^Fischer, pp. 214-21?, and Cax*» III* p* 229*
ited In III, pp
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lino on to© Eastern 'Question actually, lent to'Soviet foreign polity
a great degree of flexibility*8  ̂ For* to 192®, too possibility was ■
recognised of striking temporary alliances, where "feudal, pairtittchil
relations* hast not fcten broken op and a feudal aristocracy s t i l l
existed*' "the representativeB of these upper strata, may come forward
as active leaders in the struggle against imperial it®.*’ . Thus?
The chief task which is  common to a ll nationalrevoiuiionary 
movements is  to bring about national unity and achieve political, 
independence* • . .
Taking fu ll cognisance of the fact that these the represent 
to©' national -will to State independence uayy because of toe 
variety of historical circumstances* be themselves of toe mce t 
=■• ■ varied' kind, the Communist International airports every nation*-' • 
al revolutionary movement against ImperiaHsrn. * * ♦«&'
Pan+tslm* moreover, was no longer described as a reactionary move*
ment, as had been tot cate at toe Second Congress, but m  the "rsllgio*
political* expression of future concrete political demands*54
In January, 1924, after a long Illness, tonin died* la the strug-
§1© for succession, Stalin sought to associate himself with toe ,
ieninist tradition and claim, thereby, a degree of legitimacy. In a
series of lectures delivered on toe TojigidaMons .of leninism in toe
spring of 1924, Stalin spoke on "The National Question,wS5 We lauded
*%•*», III, pp, 482-484,
Theses on the Eastern Question » * Oegras, toe Communist
■latssosllflagA*•* •* I* p* m *
54Xbld«. p, '38b, and' seo above p. f t ,
%©eeph .Stalin, "The National Question,* Problemsof .toninUm 
Cllto ed*| kioseom Foreign languages Publishing Woos©, 1940}» pp» 49-58,
m
tmtm for expanding the doctrine of national .stlf-itftoaHiftAtloft'to'tfet 
colonies in Asia and Africa and e*preased the view that 4Hhe road to 
victory■of the revolution In the West lies through the revolutionary 
alliance with the liberation movement of the colonies and dependent 
■awfcttiss- against. i8p©rieli«»*^ a fao&uar lewiatsi lint* /
^t'tht^Plftli;-i«Iat#a>'©ensftsef held In the mmmm of lt i4 t 
Stalin* getting t  fimar grip-# ! p o w e r  in the Soviet. :
tarton*' §' position which enabled him to dictate Comintern policy,^  
MfktSnutil the process of identifying himself with"the legacy of leniiw 
.In "the principal * speech"delivered' Congress w-th# 'itsiloiiei' • :
and colonial cpesiie»» 0* E# tawiisfey* 'tne of -.Stalin** foMcwert*®® 
pieced Stalin*§ tm *  alongside that’ of .twin as ihr ce*«i§toalor of 
the mUm of the united revolutionary front lrn%mm the proletariat 
and the oppressed nations ant ■coioaies*w® In the fctti of the teninlst 
tradition* Manuiisky pointed to Sm»min errors local Coiimioists -had 
committed in their sppf©nob to th# national qpeatlom - (I)' deviations 
from itnhiian of the geonR~I®yter type; (3) #ocial»i«^erlilist tttran
^%lltd in Eubinsteio, p. ■ 340* ■
■ 5%t the fifth Congress* *foreign” Caagaunists* opposition to the 
policy of cooperating with bourgeois nationalism mm silenced* 1M# 
mas'indicative of the Soviet tttitai** Regressive control over the 
Comintern once It became cleat that the revolution was going to fee 
restricted to fiuesie alone* tssvsnttr* p« tft* and Seton-Siatson, p* 104*
^Boersntf* p. 184#
s%5. 2.'.isnuiisly* "the National and Colonial Question,” fifth
t AfeiiiifiC|epor.t„.rPO^eMftffi
Held jat Jtoacaw.- June 11 to. Ally,.f v .lf24 C londoni Cotetnunist fatty of
Croat Sri tain, l§ ting Street*' Covent Carden, t* C* 3# 1924}, p» lit*
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Generally, in the years between 1922 am* 1928, Eastern Com­
munist parties, at the dictation of the Russian Coronunists, m» 
aerated with the' national bourgeoisie against the Western Powers,
At the Fourteenth Party Congress of the Russian Communist Party held 
in Peeember, Ifife, the'Relief of supporting wmmmtd In ‘
the Seat was described fey Stalin as one of the factors which con-' 
trlfeuted to the weakness of capitalism and as mm of the levers by 
which peace and’ a ’’provisional equiiibriuiB of forces'1 could be main-* 
Itlned between the capitalist powers and the Soviet Union^
In the middle twenties, 'the Soviet Union attempted to apply this 
thesis of foreign policy in China as i t  had done in'the MddI© last, 
fey striking an alliance with the nationalist party# the Kuominiang,' 
against the West, The basis upon which collaboration would proceed 
was contained in a joint manifesto issued after $ttn*¥»f*#e% the 
leader of the Kuominteng* and A, A* Ioffe, Moscow’s agent, met in 
Shanghai in January, 1923*
Or, Sun i t  of the opinion that, because of the noneristance 
of conditions favorable to their successful application In 
Chino, i t  is  not possible to carry out either Communism or even 
the Soviet system in China* M. Joffe agrees 'entirely with this 
view? fee is  further of the opinion'that China’s roost important 
amf most pressing problems are the coraplotlan of national 
unification and the attainment of full national independence, 
With regard to these great tasks, *3, Ioffe has assured Or. Sun
6%oseph Stalin, "Foliticai Report of the Central Committee,’1 
International Fress Corresoondence* VI, No, 5 {January IS, 1926), 
pp, 69-71, hereafter cited Inerecorr,
106
of the Russian people*© warmest empathy for China, and o#
Cthtifl willingness to land support*04
Under Stalin’s direction, the policy, implicit if* the above 
declaration* of separating the Chinese revolutionary process into 
fixed stages, in which the national bourgeoisie had to play out Its 
te le  e l national liberator bef ore Communists could rates the banner 
-of social revolution, was so rigidly applied, «»ich to the chagrin of 
Trotsky' ’end those who opposed S ta lin ,^  that the- Chinese Communists 
suffered disaster during the- revolutionary outburst in China between 
192&and Iff?, But local Communiti parties wore willingly sacrificed 
by Stalin as Ions as there was any chance'for Soviet national interests 
to be served and these interests,-It mm believed, called for the 
continuance of the Comffiynist-Kuomintang alliance, with, the Goasmunists 
remaining tho subservient partner# lonin’s tactical, thinking which 
called- for Communists to ttalntaih their independence for future 
revolutionary activity, even while cooperating with the bourgeoisie, 
had been subverted to Soviet interests entirely,^  lo t If the -spirit 
©# ienin’s teachings had been lost on Stalin, a ll during the Chinese
04Sun Yet*sen and A. A# -Ioffe, "Joint Manifesto,n Rubinstein, p* 92*
*Xt mm over what policy to follow in $M**a that formed the- back* - 
ground' of part of .the StaUn-Trotsky .controversy in their struggle for 
power* Trotsky argued, as he had prior to 191? in the case of Russia, 
that the revolution in -Chine could by-pass the bourgeois-democratic 
stage and proceed directly to the soviet stage, thereby precluding any 
necessity for forming alliances with the Kuomlnfang#
6%eton*watton, op, l$f*44bf Isaacs, p. 49*
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democratic *ovoiott«At the mf ms thus open #«r the weveluiim to
8II$
# 
*
m
towmS CMs- end. Even tattn** second tactical alitfnatlv#-*ih# unit#
front from above—*in which It was presupposed the East would pat©
through the epoch. of capitalists, tested squarely m  the promt** that
revolution had failed, to eventuate in the- m stj®  With the adoption
of Stalin’s ©ehem® of *f socialism In a single country," which m$
#1van theoretical justification at the Sixth Comintern Congress,■not
only was the way open to shelve officia lly  the world Revolution knit
the- embodiment of revolution In a Slagle ©tat# placed primary emphatic
upon the resources of the to supply the required Impetus to
push the revolution© In the colonies beyond the hodrg#olt*d«ocratlc
stage directly to the Soviet *tag*» la other words, social, revolution
in the y*$*S,fiu. was substituted for the European Revolutions7*
The nudyeis of conf^petiry .world economy as a whole In no way 
leads to the perspective of a new prolong# purled of .flourishing 
eapitails©., but, m  the contrary, iPads to  the inevitability of 
the. overthrow of capitalism, which has already f u lf i l l#  Its 
progressive hi.ito#i«tl. rol% has already' become a teak* on further 
development, is  already in process of disintegration, is  already 
giving plae# to tht preietariitt dictatorship * » »
a ll this denotes the presence of the objective possibility of a non* 
capitalist path of development for tfe# backward colonies, the 
possibility of the "growing-over" of the tourgeois-demeeratic 
revolution , * * In the colonist into the p*ol#i§srian socia list 
revolution- , * .*"«
7%e© above, pp. 86-95.
7*Boersner, p. 263, and Michael f ,  Florlnsfey, World Revolution 
and...the..afg,^#R0 (Sew fork* teacslllsn Company, 1983j,P P .W y-P d, 
18®.
72wth0Sos on Colonics * * **• ImmMaMEfr tilt#  lo t 88, p, 1661*
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that Cosammists adopt a rooxa mellow attitude toward non âjKffiunisi 
groups and states who war# potentially opposed to Germany and Japan,
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After HlUer?attacked the- Sevtvl Union la June* 1941, and the
Soviet Onion hod been drawn Into the war against Japans I t became 
the duty of every Cetrmunisi in the world to contribute toward the 
allied way Ms* of destroying the Axis powers, thus, left-wing move­
ments In the fia t, particularly to South-East Asia,* emerged from the 
war with a record of cooperating with the non-Communlst nationalist 
groups in the test stance effort tod began the post-war period by 
participating in popular fronts and adopting nationalist programs, 
which emitted mention of Communist goals.2
though there wore no Ideological pronouncements on the subject 
of revising the Sixth Congress of the Comintern*s theses m  the 
colonial question* until the end of if4? the Moscow line generally 
required that local Communists in South-East Asia continue to remain 
within the confines of bourgeois anti-imperialist, anti-feudalist 
struggles:. The Soviet Union’s own policy, moreover, was largely
%©vtet post-war involvement in the East, until Stalin*® death,
Is largely one*which deals with South-East Asia. After the Soviet 
Union failed to expand its  Influence In the Middle East via Turkey 
and Iran in 1945*1946,, a "hands off* policy was followed until after 
Stalin's death. And in tropical Africa and South America* Soviet and 
Communist influence was slight* Seton-Satson* pp.* 319-327, and 
ftubtnstein, p. 378.
%oseph Prank# 1, "Soviet Policy In South-East Asia," Soviet Policy
.lltaiti.If& Jitl-f 1944-1951* ed* Max fielof* Clouden* -Oxford University 
Press, 1953)f p. 288,
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However passive Soviet and Communist activity may have been f tm  
1*945 to 1947s after the formation of the Communist Information Bureau 
(Cominform) in September, 1947, a more active, indeed militant, policy
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Rubinstein, pp* 214*216
114
of iha Gaminform, the organisation around which international com­
munism was to fee unified for the intending struggle'* A. A* 2hdanov» 
one of the outstamling figures in Stalin’s power apparatus,^ declared*
The fundamental changes caused fey the war m the inter­
national scene and in the position of individual countries hat 
entirely changed the political landscape of the world. A new 
alignment of political forces has arisen the more the war 
recedes into the past*- the mom distinct become two major trends 
in post-war international policy, corresponding to the division 
of political forces operating on the international arena Into 
major camps? the imperialist and' anti-democratic emp* the 
one hand* and the anti-imperialist and democratic camp on the 
other* The principal driving force of the imperialist camp 
is the y»S*A* * * *
The "anti-imperialist mi- democratic camp,'* basing itse lf "on the
y.S.SJu and the new democracies#1' Included' those countries which
had "broken with imperialism and [had] firmly set foot on the path
of democratic development* such as I'iumania, Hungary and Finland."
But Zhdanov included within the "imperialist and anti-democratic"
camp "countries politically and economically dependent on the United
State©* such a© the Neat Eastern and South American countries and
China."8
The significance of Zhdanov* s "two camp thesis’* soon became 
evident in South-East Asia# throughout the winter of 1S47-194S, 
Communists were informed of the policy to be followed through Soviet
6IMd. * p. 215# and Seton-Watson, p. 213.
7y. S. Congress* House* Subcommittee of the Committee on foreign 
Affairs* Supplement 1,
"One Hundred Years of Communis®, 184S-1948,H 80th Ceng*# M Sess*, 
1949, pp. 216-217*
8Xfeld.. p, 217*
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denounced as reactionary and interpreted as "the most taper tani 
ideological weapon in the hands of the Wien- bourgeoisie for heaping 
the masses under it s  influence**^ fftBveowr* Ghandi was criticised: 
for preaching class peace end. upholding the sanctity of private 
property* thereby serving the Interests of the bourgeoisie tad land* 
lords*13 India's decision in i f #  to .maintain ties with treat 
Britain, by joining the Commonwealth was depicted .as proof that the 
Indian government* “the principal agent of Angle-lfeerieaj* imperial* 
is® In §oeth*Issi Asia’1 and the principal bulwark for the preserve* 
tie** of feudalism in India* did net went t# struggle lot complete 
Independence^4
Similar treatment m% accorded to other newly created government® 
of South-East Asia and to the bourgeois nationalists heading them„^ 
Such inclemency was clearly them in the Soviet Union's economic 
policy toward the underdeveloped nations 8 prior to Stalin's death 
little  If any money was spent either through the United Hattons or on 
a bilateral basis for the economic development of the former colonies*
*%ited in Rubinstein* p* 379=
l3IM4*
i4A. M, Diakev, wa ■Stalinist Interpretation of Gandhi and 
Gandhism*” Rubinstein* p« 394#
i&fcr Instances In an article written for the Hew Times, a Soviet 
publications Sukarno was declared to fee an enemy of the 'Indonesian 
Republic and a representative of the most reactionary section of the 
national bourgeoisie and feudal nobility* I* Steklov* ’♦Imperiallet 
Aggression in Indonesia*” RgwJgjafia# Ho* 47 (Hove&feer 16, 1949}* pp#4*9*
m
gut after Stalin died and now policies began to emerge* the new 
leaders of the Soviet Union strove quickly to revise Stalin’s ’hard* 
line- and press le t expanding Soviet influence In a long neglected 
area* Hi® U*S*S*S* began- to enter Into expanded trad# relations 
and cultural exchanges, and financial and technical assistance 
programs v4th tho « r g iftf  nations. The©# activities mm supple* 
mewled by asms shipments to #mmm colonies and the- extension of 
support to them whenever their Interests conflicted with the Host’s, 
the latter was calculated to present the U«S*S*»* as the disinterested 
protector of the weak against the threat of Western Imperialism*
1ft# mm notable mm®to of such support was in regard to Egypt during 
the Sues crisis in 1956,16 Good w ill toward the- Soviet Union was* 
moreover, enhanced in the fast by Wit v is it khrushchev and Bulganin 
paid to India, Burma, m I Afghanistan in 1955 and by Soviet declarer 
lions of solidarity with the national aspirations of Asian -sod African
i ■
nations yet to become independent,17
Hi* new approach. Itself * revitalization of the importance Lenin 
attached to the S«et in Soviet Russia’s struggle against tho ?lest, 
required that changes be 'node in Stalin’s doctrinaire view of the 
world! this was- recorded in 1955 by the ifcenticth- Party Congress,
The primary considerations the Soviets seemed to have taken into 
account in preparing -for: the Congress, were the 'realities of the
16Jam0S i, Cherry, .’’Soviet diplomacy from Stalin to Suez,” Bead*
University Press,
m B ) f pp.  2 7 6 - 2 8 8 ,  •
17Rubinstein9 p* 380,
i m
post-war world* the aspirations of tho emerging nation© themselves, 
and the Soviet Union*© increased ®ai#fial ©apabUiti#©, which enabled 
It to exploit these aspirations ma ib© contradictions ©rtstlng b e ­
tween the formtr • colonies and the $©st©s» democracies#
Pltsl* the colonies had in foot' gained ox mm in the pro©#©# of 
gaining tho .political independence baalfi and Ms successors had de­
manded for half a century* Khrushchev recognised that tM© Independence 
meant that, the East would "play an active part in deciding the ■ 
destinies of the whole world” and had become a factor which inf luenced 
international relations#*8 I t  was in the Soviet union’s interest to 
adopt a doctrinal line which would correlate both to- this new phenomena 
in world politics and to the Soviet Satan** ability to extend its  
political influence by trad# dad economic and technical aid into areas 
which s t i l l  smarted fmm the memory of western colenlalisjn#*9 Accord­
ingly, a further stag® in the self“determination pro©#©© was recognised?
Ills winning of political freedom by Hi# ponies of the 
former colonies and semt-ceioaies i t  the first and a very 
important prerequisite of their complete independence—that 
Is* of achieving economic Independence* the liberated' Aslan 
- countries are building up their own Industry* training their 
own technicians, raising the peoples* living standards* end 
reviving ©rid developing their age-old national cultures# 
historic prospects for « hotter future ere ©p#ai«@ up before 
the countries' which have embarked an the path of independent 
development#
*%, $9- Khrushchev, *Tteport of the Central Committee of the Com­
munist Party of the Soviet Union to the Twentieth Party Congress*41 
.3^^irfM.^©est"o£_tho..Sorilet^epf* mil* No* 4 (te ch  7, Im h
P* 7. Hereafter the ^j^e.nt,^laes.t._ef j;M,,Sevlot,.^ess w ill be cited
 ̂ . . .  -
i9iubinstein» pp* '381-383,
l i t
These countries* although they <1# not belong to the■' 
socialist world flyotat* con draw on Its achievements in building 
an independent national economy and In raising their people's 
living standards* Today they need not go begging It their 
former oppressors for modern equipment, • ». *
The wry fact that the Soviet Union and the other countries 
of the socialist camp exist, that, they are ready to help the 
' underdeveloped countries with their industrial development In 
terms of .equality, and mutual benefit*Is a major stumbling 
hie# laic) to colonial policy* * * ♦*&
Secondly# Stalin's rigid bipolar view of the world# which included 
the newly independent nations within the m m  *f laperiaUs®, could not 
explain why many of the developing nations# concentrating on domestic 
affairs# wished to’ remain uncommitted m  neutral In the struggle 
between the Western and Communist blocs* The desire to refrain from 
military or political eonltMAtft cos îementsd objective of
limiting tho west’s military* economic* and political sphere of 
operations against the Communists. India’s desire to remain aloof 
fro® military alliances was tern os valuable In helping to erode the 
alliance system in Mia embodied In SIA1C? similar ambitions in regard 
to the Bagdad Pact prompted the Kremlin to court the United Arab 
Republic,21 To promote non-alignment, Khrushchev's promise that the 
Soviet Union would help the newly independent nations, achieve economic 
Independence was accompanied by the pledge that economic and. technical
^Khrushchev, "Report of tho Central Committee* • Current 
Dioest* VIII* No. 4. ?*
21f§, .Salay# "The Soviet Break-through In the hear Bast and in 
Southern .Asia,"
III* NO. 3 {March, ig^}7 pp« lS-i^
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"national feeergeelel#** it ©as necessary forth© Cosamintsts to 
revise the lint ®Meh bed been officially In effect since 'the S&tttb 
CoMniern Congress and eiiltantiy practiced during the I94?-I9h3 
period. Otto iCwwetnea, one of the old ioleheviks* acknowledged at'
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Communists after the twentieth Congress m m  once again to 
cooperate with rather than seek.to destroy the national, bourgeoisie 
and, $mm united .anti-isperiaiist similar to those forced In
the ’twenties,26 .Sot as out author points out, In this as mil as 
in Soviet foreign policy, the sol#.criterion for determining what 
constituted an tfeietOfitiftUy progressive,national .bourgeoisie” in 
any country end, therefore, acceptable as a partner in the alliance 
was the extent of Its hostility toward th© test, I#' this roguiremeni 
was met, It mattered l i t t le  whether the bourgeoisie was right-wing, 
capitalist, despotic,.m  totally corrupt,®7 Ibis contemporary die* 
regard for '‘historical class purity” has as its  parallel the. line 
set down, at the Fourth Comintern Congress In. J9SK*®*
Since 1956, however, the controversy, flirtft *«taad by tenin at 
the Second Comintern Congress in 1920, over whether Cfansuniat* should 
cooperate with bourgeois nationalists or whether they should struggle 
to by-pass the capitalist stage of development and .go'directly to 
socialism, hat increasingly occupied Soviet attention,25 At first 
foreign'policy considerations dominated, This was especially true in 
regard to the Middle Fast and Asia, Here the nationalist leaders were
2%* Galay, "The Soviet Sreakthrough • , #.,* iuiietln. Institute
1 1 1 ,  m *  3 ,  I S ,  '
■ ^SetoneBfataon* p» 399,
2%e© above.# pp. 102-103*
^Sec above j, pp» 08*95*
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subjected to criticism for their failure to pursue policies which 
would maHe their countries completely economically Independent of 
the West and for their suppression of local Communists, who hive 
sto«® 1$30- been consistently sacrificed If the Kranlto** policy 
requirements called for It* Nevertheless, the'Soviet Union continued 
to support the-nationalists and maintain that the national hour*, 
geo!sie played a major role in the liberation movements, Such pell* 
■eies, If-.net- beneficial to furthering the cause of Soviet socialism, 
at least assure that such hey states as Egypt, India, Indonesia,
Burma* and Afghanistan do net com# any closer to the West*30 thus, 
during the first years after the death of Stalin -and particularly 
after 1956 the Soviet Union, though somstAit mar® critical of the 
national bourgeoisie,-, sought to cultivate- close and friendly tits
with- the Bast* m in the case' of the 1921*1928 era, such an alliance
implied that the capitalist .phase of development was Inevitable*31
-Tropical Africa appears to be the exception to this pattern* 
There the, Soviets,' while -courting national Isa-, were not compelled to 
t*fce< Into consideration a strong notional bourgeoisie as In India, 
Burma, Egypt, and Indonesia, tout instead, a radical nationalist 
Intelligentsia# Her were the Communists, required to m m  slowly to
^George A* von Stacbelberg, ”*Peaceful Coexistence* between th® 
Communists and. the National Bourgeoisie,M Bulletin Institute for th®
Study of the Vllft No* ? (July, lW )°; IS*"WS.
3iSee above, pp« 94-95,
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theix efforts- to include radical solutions to the land problem and 
foreign property in the national liberation strugglas,32 Hence, Soviet 
m iters on Africa,-being faced with no'necessity of advocating politi* 
cat alliances with the national bourgeoisie, proclaimed that "the 
most consistent fighter for independence la naturally the m tklm  
e l a t e # And- wi t h  the struggle for Independence being placed on 
the shoulders of the GoifflRurslst-led masses of Africa, It was recog­
nised that a distinct- possibility- existed for r%en-oapitaiiet jpath- 
of development,* that e direct transition i tm  feudalism to socialism 
could occur*34
- Sot at the November, I960, Moscow Conference -of Representatives 
of Coraaunisi and workers* Parties the concept of the "national- 
democratic state" m s introduced, which represents a new stage in the 
Soviet Onion’s doctrine of the Eastern revolutionary process* It 
provides that after a country has attained its  independence by a 
national bourgeois-democratic revolution., which can assume either a 
military or nan-aft!tsry character,®®-the establishment of a "national
32van Stackelberg, **PeacefulGGe^dst^mce, * * **" MMMMtJmU* 
. t u t ^ 9  ?9 8-9, and flatter lequour,
”Gommimand: Nationalism in Tropical Africa," Poxolon Affairs* XXXI IT, 
(July, 1961), pp, 610-621#
^Clted In van Stackolbefg, "’Peaceful Coexistence** * ,* Builotin
m & i . i f e i t f u . i i u a i i 7* &>
34|Md*» p, ■% See also 0# {tandarevsity, "The 0. N# Declaration 
Con the Granting a# Independence to the Colonial Countries at the 15th 
U* K« Cental Assembly) and Reality," International Affairs (Moscow!,
No# 11 (November, 1961/, p# 68*
^Compare 2hdanov’s conception, so® above p.* 114,
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democratic state* by Cogsnunisle# opens tip the possibility for my 
country* whether i t  I t located in latte America#, Attica# tec Middle 
last,. «r Hals* to bypass the capitalist stags c l development* gain 
total independence fey ousting Western political and economic influence 
entirely* and establish proletarian dtctetorstiips*^ tecs# despite, 
the political expedience which motivates Soviet willingness to 
maintain good relations wlte tee- .national governments in the Bast* 
equally prominent in Soviet calculations after i960 Is the desire to 
sQvieti«e these areas*
PlMt* the nee doctrine holds that tee struggle let- tee political' 
independence of the colonics •*** achieved as tea' result of entte 
imperialist* entl*»feudsl* democratic national liberation struggles* 
and waged *% tee main class and social groups of these countries** v 
workers* peasants* the intelligentsia, artisans*, and tee national 
bourgeoisie**37 ht this stage* tea national bourf eoisie was regarded 
a® fu lfillin g  a progressive *eit# tut# according to tee Twenty^econd 
Congress* Programs
A national liberation revolution does not end with tee winning 
of political independence* tele Independence will fee unstable 
and will turn Into a fiction unless the revolution brings about
G eorge A* von Stackelberg* *’Henewed Attacks m  the National 
.ioutgeoisla#" M j t e f o j R i t e t e t t l t » 
ho* 8 (August# 1961} * 4* 8, and B* Ponomarev, "the Concept of Mttlcflw 
al Democracy for hew- States#'** Current Mnest* UI1# m * 22 (lane 28* 
1961)* pp» 4«&«
3%* Ponomarev* *lh# Co-opt of national SftMtottty* » *#* Current
Moeat* M il* Mo* tet pp* 3-4* ' «****»
radical changes in social and economic Ufa and accomplishes 
the pressing tasks of national renascence*38
as the revolution deepens* moreover* end takes on a social character
in which th# social* political s in i economic demands of the -worker#
end peasants start coming to the forefront* the bourgeoisies unwilling
to give up the political and economic power it  acquired after lode*
pendene© was attain#* 4wm& clesar to feudal reaction*39
Hie national liimration struggl e cannot* furthermore * he e c la te d
unless a struggle Is wag# against “foreign mon0p0l i 6$a,, In -an
elaboration of Khrushchev*s theme that economic independence Is an
indispensable portion of a colony5© Independences It h«s been declared
th«t#
Political i#©pemiQnc© is  the t e s t  step toward the 
achievement of complete freedom*. Hie sees#  an# no less im­
portant step Is the achievement of economic independence a #  
the creation of a developed indigenous economy* Without this 
condition* independence cannot fee considered assured* that 
is  why the countries that have mm freedem consider their chief 
task to he that of creating their own economy independent of 'the 
imperialist powers**®
In this realm of the liberation struggle* sit©* the national hoar*
geoisie is  depicted as incapable of fu lfillin g  this function which
the CossmmlstB and- other “progressive forces* of the country demand*
While wishing to weaken the Influence of foreign capital on'the national
38,,fhe Program of the Communist Patty of the Soviet Union*" ibid** 
Xlll» »o. 4b (0eeemfeer 6, 1961)* p# 12.
^ 8 . Ponomarev* “Hi© Concept of National 0<smocracy , * garrent 
Mnest. a il*  lo* 22* S.
mM&* i p* 3*
MM*»d «q% t| A|tt nt *as»t» mmtm m% n teuofieu
» f© wps* till put «KH 0| t|6no«m $tfA«g»» m$ |6|| |ut|stsuot 
|«M ft||.tl ffMtttlftft tm ¥0 S? t|ett|duit till |f«t||tW'
t|6noit|i mt&mm m§ pat AoMatiasp pet̂Q put atutputdapuf
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Imperialism and "whoso goals correspond to the supreme interests of the 
nation*"46 are to assume the leading position in tho now entity- lho©a 
the policies feiioood fey m »  nationalist leaders* such m  Jtassor# *# 
suppressing the- local Ommlftft mm bitterly condemned m "ro-aclionary* 
terrorist methods" against ‘‘honored anti~ispefloUsi fighter©-"46
ivithin the tam M fc of th# national democratic state- complete nation- 
al liberation is  to- be accoKplished and the nation is  to peso to th§- 
©ociaiist mode of production under the direction of these "patriotic* 
GHHunt*t*» despite the continued presence of a portion of' the 
bourgeoisie* In the fir st place* tho notional democratic state Is 
defined as *c state that Is consistently defending its  p o litica l. 
and economic independence and struggling against imperialism and 
it s  military blocs& against jaiittary bases on Its territory-*47 
Without these basic prerequisites of political and economic independences 
i t  Is holds i t  la impossible to spoilt of a state as possessing pnulno 
sovereignty* I» the economic raal% state-owned and operated Indus-* 
tries mm described as tho most effective way to undermine the position 
of tho Wls®wiali»t monopolies," the basis according to Communist
45MPariy Progrem Of Colonist Party » * *9tt lbld- B JtttS* Wo# 45, j&«
Ponomarevs "the Concept of watlonsl Democracy ,  .  » 9W ibid- -
M th  WO* 22s b-
mBM*» P« 5*
m
parlances of continues political subservience* Thus, tit# nation­
alization of American industries .fey the Castro regime, Indonesia*# 
law of 1957, which nationalized Catch property, end (ferine*t efforts 
to assert government control over the economy and replace British 
officia ls with §hsi*l§n.f m m  tees as the fir st and indispensable step 
In achieving m  independent .petition, fro® tho test*4® ■
State ownership of tho moans ®f production, moreover, has a 
bearing m  the ©last composition of a government and a country's 
further revolutionary development* It enables Communist# on the 
one hand, to occupy increasingly important .positions In production 
and to- increase their political influence.** th is, of ©eep$% makes 
i t  possible for such state# as Cuba to pass 'tea* the status of 
‘’national democracies* to the ^peoples democratic revolution,* in 
which Communists have total control,^ On the other .hand,, developing
4 T̂feib», p. 3.
4%on Siackelbozg, ’’Renewed Attacks . * -«,* Bullet ln .lastitute
f#g_the.Sludv of .the:..U*B*8»Rott V ltl, ffd* 8, 9. It"I#'ihtorestihf..
to .note that In b e  fa ll of 1961, tdien it  mo common, knowledge In the 
United States that Castro and Cuba were ’’CommunistCuba-, however, 
in the eyas of the Soviets was s t i l l  regarded as a "national domootaey** 
and Castro, a "progressive nationalist,** not a Communist. Speaking 
to the Twenty-Second Party Congress m ' how granting the Cuban people 
economic, social, m i  *broad democraticfrights and freedoms* enabled 
the state to stand during the Say of .Pig# fiasco, Khrushchev declared!
*In hour of danger, when the American Imperialists organized the
invasion of fKifes, the whole people stood’ like * solid wall indefense 
of the gains of. their revolution, tinder the leadership of the courageous 
patriot and revolutionary,. Fidel Castro, the Cubans Quickly routed tho 
American mercenaries . . « Khrushchev's Report on the Program ♦ » .,** 
jgurrent ms&st. Mill, Wo. 40, %
u
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the bowrgooisle has finished Its stage of the revolution# IMS #i 
hstf the JCteavlin is Jystify its caul's© el action end it may help 
the nationalists decide to accept Ctanattnlsi swppeirt, hot docttln
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mlution to tho quandary pose# fey advocating a policy of Goramuniration 
at the risk of sacrificing whatever edvantcgoo which may he attained 
fey courting the- national bourgeoisie* Perhaps vihat waiter M m m  
points out aptly espressos why the Soviet Union has few  and' continues 
to be faced with the- 4lim m  posed fey the traditional Coitanunist 
conception #f - nationalism
Cktinoauniem 1# m essentially dynamic movements I t does not 
©wit to stagnate# and cannot afford to* Applied to the Mddle 
■ test* this observation means that Communis© cannot be satisfled  
In the long mm with its  present status in the Arab world*
©here It hsr to play second fiddle to '’fooutgeoi s national i sm*n 
ProfeaMy i t  will not oven have patience enough to rest content with 
tfe® steady but slow progress, i t  makes within 'the national 
©evessni* I t  Is* therefore* unlikely that the present alliance 
between tussle end tho Antfe "bourgeois*1' nationalism will last* 
the Arab movement toward unity will fee supported as long m  
i t  can foe used as a weapon against the Hast but hardly-any 
longer* Nasser and his col leagues may- -not have developed 
dear ideas as to the future political mi social goals of 
the Arab peoples .but they are certainly not ionlnists* the 
Communists are probably right In thinking that anti-imperialist 
slogans* leanings toward s planned economy and partial 
nationalisation are no equivalent* in the ling run* to a 
ChHsffiimisi monopoly of political -power* fe them the .present 
phase ©f Arab national is® may fee- '’’progressive* but presents 
obstacles to the ©oaklet© transformation of Arab society— 
the ©onsuaffiation that they may fee willing -to see delayed* -feat 
not indefinitely*®
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